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An oil spill that never happened
left a green stain on me.
On Tuesday, September 12, an
imaginary 200,000 gallons of crude oil
spilled into Casco Bay just off the
Eastern Prom so that the Coast Guard
could test the readiness of Portland's
cleap.up crews. Within 'an hour, local
contractors were on the scene to contain the peat moss used to simulate
the spill; within four hours, Governor
John McKernan and a pack of journalists were on the scene to soak up the
pUblicity.
I stayed ashore.
I'd seen this act before.
While growing up in Anchorage,
Alaska, I watched similar demonstrations of how well-prepared the oil
companies were - just in case oil ever
spilled into the then-pristine waters
of Prince William Sound. And, yes,
the Governor of Alaska showed up
for many of those demonstrations,
too. But once that tanker hit Bligh
Reef, it became clear that the hole in
the cleanup plan was bigger than the
one in the Exxon Valdez.
COYER STORY by Monte Paulsen
PHOTOS by Tonee Harbert
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This time, watching hom the
shore, the hole in the plan was clear to
me: the next environmental disaster
had to happen before it could be
cleaned up. That's an .acceptable riskunless the next big disaster is something like the depletion of the ozone
layer, something that can't be cleaned
up.
Standing along Casco Bay and
thinking about Prince William Sound,
I began to wonder if politicians and
environmentalists would ever be able
to get past rescuing the environment
and start removing the forces that
endanger it.
And so it was that I went looking
for the Greens.
CONnNIED on page 8

Casco Bay 011 spill drill.
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Coats With a Flair

From:

Live Fashion as you like il•.•
nourished by design...
found althe Clolhes Horse.
Featuring the Swing Coat in a blend
of cashmere and wool from the
Anders collection. Designed in Paris,
made in Belgium.
Exdusively at

Sponsors of the Rolling Stones'

66Steel ·Wheels" Tour
These Tickets Are For You!
Kaplow regains dogs; sues everybody

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

City stalls Dogman eviction

Lobstermen want In Fish Ex

Chief Chitwood gave David "the Dogman"
Koplow his dogs back, even as Gty Manager
Ganley remained ready to evict him from his York
Street home.
With a television crew in tow, Koplow approached Police Chief Michael Chitwood at the
Portland Police Station on Sept. 18 and agreed to
obey a court order to leash his dogs. Chitwood,
who had impounded the dogs 18 days earlier,
told Koplow that since he was ready to obey the
law, he could retrieve his dogs from the Canine
Control Center. Chitwood said that the Dogman
will be expected to pay over $500 in impounding
fees, but he didn't make him fork over the money
right away.
The Dogmanheaded right down to the Canine
Control Centeron Forest Avenue and escorted his
dogs from the pound onleashes. Then, two blocks
from the pound, he set them free.
"As far as I'm concerned, he lied to us," sald
Chitwood.
Chitwood said that he's not sure what his next
move will be, but he isn't calling strategy sessions
to figure it out: "He's walking his dogs. Fine. This
is not a priority. We'll do what is expected of us."
But Gty Manager Ganley is treating it like a
priority. Heinstructed Oty Attorney David Lourie
to get a court order to impound the dogs again.
'The instruction 1 have... is to proceed with a
further court order," said Lourie, adding that "we
could probably seize the dogs on the previous
court order" but that a new order might be required to give teeth to the action.

105 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND
m--5260. HOURS 10-6, MON.-SAT.

And just in case the court order isn't enough,
the city has been pressuring Koplow's landlord to
evict him from the lot where he lives in a van.
"My understanding," said Ganley "is that J.B.
Brown (the owner of the empty lot) has requested
city intervention."
But David Gass, a property manager at J.B.
Brown, said that the city initially contacted him,
through building inspector Arthur Addato, and
told him to give the Dogrnan the boot. Addato
told Gass that the van violates zoning ordinances
and that J.B. Brown was subject to fines.
Gass said that he was never fond of Koplow's
abode, but never upset enough to pressure the
Dogman to leave. Once the city put the pressure
on, said Gass, he made plans to have the Dogman's van towed on Sept. 14.
But before the truck arrived, Ganley told him to
wait, said Gass. "We were ready to tow," he said.
But 'The city said to wait, that they didn't want to
ruffle any feathers."
The city backed offbecause of the publicity that
followed Koplow's arrest. "I didn't want to jump
into that along with the dogs," said Ganley. "I
don't want the perception that we have a vendetta
against David Koplow."
Meanwhile, the Dogman has bitten back with
a court action of his own. Koplow filed a suit in
U.s. District Court seeking $1.6 million in damages from Chitwood, the officers who arrested
him, Ganley, the Portland City Council and all
inhabitants of the Oty of Portland.
AIIdy N..""".,.

Dr. Priscilla Oby
is pleased to announce
the opening of her new
office at:
323 Marginal Way
Portland, Me.
Dr. Oby would like to open her office to all family
members for their general health care including:

• Complete Physicals· Gynecologic Exams
• Osteopathic Manipulation • Well-Child Care
• Individual Counseling
Office Hours: Mon·Fri 8 AM- SPM
Additional hours: Wed. 6-8pm by appointment
For an appointment, please call

773-2109.

Directions: Exil7 (Franklin SL) off 295 - Ample free parking.
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• Save time and mone~..
Hawe ~our movies
delivered & pick up!

selection of vid_s to
AU. of PORnAJlD and
PEAKS ISLAND.

773-1999

Locallobstermen, boiling mad at getting rock-bottom prices,
want to sell their lobsters atthe Portland Fish Exchange. AI Caron,
a Portland consultant hired recently by 25 locallobstermen, said
that lobstermen have been pocketing less money for their crusta,ceans while prices at restaurants and supermarkets remain steady.
Havinglobsters at the Portland Fish Exchange-a publicly funded
market begun in 1987 - "will make dealers compete with each
other in the light of day," Caron said. He expects the directors of
the Portland Fish Exchange to decide in October.

Local stations exiled on dial
Public Cable president Thomas Rutledge announced that he
will bump two local "public access" channels to the end pi the
cable dial in order to free up more- prominent positions for a
national comedy channel and a pay-per-view channel. Beginning
Nov. 1, USM'sCommunityCable Network,channel160n the dial,
will be bumped to channel 37; Portland's access station, channel
4 on the dial, will be bumped to channel 39. Mark Somers,
president of the Southern Maine Cable Television Consortium,
said there's little his group can do to stop it: "We have no legal legs
to stand on, and Public Cable has no moral legs to stand on."

Jetport expansion takes off
A plan to double the size of the Portland Jetport got off the
ground with an $18 million expansion plan presented to the
Portland City Council on Sept. 11, but it still needs approval from
voters before it flies. City Transportation Director Thomas F.
Valleau said the plan envisions building a new free-standing
terminal which will be connected to the existing terminal by a
second-story pedestrian bridge. The terminal would add four
new gates to the four existing gates as well as doubling baggage
claim space. Voters will have the final say on the plan on Nov. 7.

Budweiser Is giving away five pair of Rolling Stones concert
tickets. How do you win? Simple. Mail your name, address, and
phone number to: Budweiser.lRolling Stones, c.fo Y1 01 -FM, PO
Box 1319, Portland, ME 04104.
Can't wait? Fax: 883-9741. Then listen to Y1 01 -FM starting
Monday, Sept. Z 5. When you hear your name called on the air
you've got ten minutes and one second to call in.
If you can name any two of the slogans on this page Budweiser
has usecl over the years, you're on your way to one of the
Rolling Stones shows at Sullivan Stadium In Foxboro, Mass.
Isn't that easy?

DiMillo's to float bigger boat
Health issues explored at conference

Cambodians to buy new temple
Local health care providers are gaining a new
perspective on Cambodian Health care while
Cambodiansaregainingsomething themselves: a
new Buddhist temple.
Dith Pran, the New York Times Photographer
whose escape from the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia was dramatized in the movie, "The Killing
Fields," spoke at the Maine Medical Center on
Sept. 19. Pran was the keynote speaker at a program for Maine health care professionals, teachers, and others who provide services to Cambodian refugees. There are about 1,000 Cambodians
in Maine
In the audience beepers beeped and stethoscopes dangled.
Pran told of his struggle and survival during
the mid '70s in Cambodia's "killing fields," when
that country was in the grip of Khmer Rouge
guerillas.
1here are 100,000 Cambodians here because
they can't stand the tyranny of their own land,"
said Pran, referring to Cambodian refugees that
have been entering the United States since the
early '80s.
Pran asked that his audience, composed primarily of doctors, nurses, and social workers, try
to understand the unique make-up of their Cambodian patients. "These refugees here suffer deep
from Khmer Rouge," Pran began, "make them
understand who you are - make friends with
them."
Pran said that to a rural Cambodian accuston'led to taking medical concerns to a Buddhist
Mhnk or folk healer, something as basic asa blood
test or taking blood pressure can cause confusion
and fear.
Also attending the conference was Dr. Nathaniel James, whose small practice treats many
Cambodians. Local practitioners need to beaware

of unusual Asian diseases and types of hepatitis
and parasitic diseases contracted in crowded refugee camps, he said.
While conference members focussed on healthy
bodies, local Cambodians focussed on heal thy
spirits. According to Pirun Sen, a leader in the
Cambodian community, his community finally
has found a site for a Buddhist Temple.
A plan to convert a bam in Buxton into a temple
fell through this summer when Buxton residents
opposed the plan. But Sen said that the new
temple location, on the outskirts of Portland at 2
Dedham St., should go through without proir
lems. Prin says that the small house costs $60,000
and that his people have put up $30,000 and are
awaiting final approval fora $3O,OOObank loan for
the balance. "That is not a big deal" for the bank,
said Prin, who expects to close on the house
within 30 days.
The Cambodian community has been using a
third-floor apartment at 145 Cumberland Ave. as
a home for its local monk, Mang So, and as a
makeshift Buddhist temple (CBW 1/15/89). But
Sen said that along with the quarters being tight,
members of his community decided it would be
wiser to own something than to spend money on
rent.
The new place will still be small for the suir
stantialCambodiancommunity here, but Sen said
it is a good start. '''This is just a small place where
we could have a meeting. It will be a good home
for the monk and a place to study and do meditation ... Wewantto find a better situation- maybe
bigger - someday. It's not everything but our
people can feel like they have something."
Sen said he was grateful to local churches
which, after the plan in Buxton fell through this
summer, raised money for the temple search.
AIIdy NertmUI1I
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Antonio DiMillo, owner of DiMillo's Floating Restaurant in
Portland Harbor, wants to trade up his floating restaurant for a
bigger model, but waterfront regulations might prevent his ship
from coming in. DiMillo has put his 800 seat restaurant up for sale,
but has not yet had a zoning approval for the 1,300-seat boat yet
to be built. If the boat turns out to be substantially bigger, the
zoning board will need to decide two things in terms of the 1987
waterfront referendum that stated that waterfront development
must be exclusively for marine-related uses: whether a restaurant
bobbing in water is a marine related use; and whether DiMillo's
is exempt from the requirement because it was boiling and boir
bing before the referendum passed.

Thanks to your friends at:
and
~F~~~~~

Proudly distributed by National Distributors, S«»uth Portland
Proud distributors of Budwelser® • Bud Light® • Mlchelob® •
Michelob®Classic Dark • Michelob®Dry • Busch • Natural Light • LA
Carlsberg Beer • Elephant Malt Liquor

Two Portland Square started
Construction began Sept. 11 on Two Portland Square, a sevenstory building that will resemble One Portland Square in its brick,
granite, and stone exterior. Pamela Gechijian, Marketing Manager for Massachussets developer Northland Management, said
that even though the building isn' t due to be completed until the
late fall of 1990, 55 percent of the space has been pre-rented by
UNUM and Aetna Casualty and Insurance Co. People who think
that the Portland real estate market is soft should take a hard look
at this, Gechijian said. "This shows that there is an underlying
strength in the economy," she said.

WEIRD NEWS:
orA sherriff's office in Florida received an emergency call that
Libyan leader MuammarGadhafi was dining at Denny's. Michael
Belman, a 34-year-old jeweler from Cocoa who was eating with
his 3-year-old son, says it isn't the first time he's been mistaken for
Gadhafi. He describes his predicament as being "at times fun and
at times fearfuL"
orA 59-year-old antiques dealer died while inhaling nitrous
oxide from a dental anesthetic machine. He was found wearing a
rubber apron that stretched from neck to mid-thigh; three woolen
cardigans, a woman's blouse, two pairs of women's slacks and a
pair of black bloomers. He was surrounded by 112 pages' worth
of magazines, photos, watercolors and other materials, all concerning "bondage and sexual activity related to anesthesia and
dental procedures."
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Tangerine's
Pat's Pizza
Maytag Laundry
Oak Hill Redemption Center
Hero's Sandwich Shop
Donut Hole
Cumberland Farms
Black Point Market
Prouts Neck Market
Rodger's Skit Sport
Ironhouse

Len Libby's
Uncle Andy's, Resturant

Anjon's
Dunstan Sch'ool House
So. Maine Liquors
Pine Point Seafood
Clam Bake
Amato's
Marshview Resturant
Brigg's Variety
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146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
U8ed & OUI-of-Prinl Book8
We buy boob, 100.
Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12-4
Other times by 'chance ...
RECENfl.Y ACQUIRED

by Andy Newman
,

PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS
Ansel Adams
Annie Leibovitz
Paul Caponigro
Robert Mapplethorpe
Garry Winogrand
Jerome Liebling
Joel Meyerowitz
Eliot Porter

OWN YOUR
OWN HOME
FOR ONLY

$15

PERDAY**

Quality Commercial Printing
& Direct Mail under
one roof. ..

• Five mode~ to choose from
• Hom:s as low as $39,950
• Financing availab~
• Full Contr.v;ting SeM:e
• Over 1,0001.ots available
or build on your land .

.

... and much more!

It's done right, on time
& with a smile!

Stop in for a few minutes, or

browse for hours. Enjoy!

•

PRTNTEX

FREE HOME PLANNING KIT'
The full story of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices & buying tips.
• 6 models. financing
• full contracting. building lots

CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE
M-F II am-7 pm. 9 am-5 pm • Sun. 12-5 pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. of Rte. 35. Across
from Mardon Marina, (207) 693-6996
Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

Showcase is your Custom Home Specialist. Unlimited capabilities from the incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes.

Solid Wood
Furniture
Made In Maine

.

Visit us today. 1-800-344-6552
SYSTEMS

of Portland, Inc.
34 Diamond St.
P.O. Box 10139
Portland, Maine 04104

Concepts in Comfort

builds a complete line of
handsome affordable furniture.

9 FODEN RD.
SO. PORTLAND· 775-4312
ACROSS FROM UPS

When in
Portland I
can always
be found at
ETC.
-Virginia Woolf

Chris Clark
How long have have you been working In
the morgue?

people faint from watching the body being opened
up for the first time and seeing the chest cavity and
all the organs exposed.
Also, some of the odors here are hard to take. It
would probably be easier for someone with a
medical background to do this than just someone
off the street.

I've been here since 1983 and I worked in a
funeral home for 10 years prior to that.

But you get used to It?

What do you call the dead bodles7
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You could caIl them cadavers but we'd just as
soon call them patients.

Do you refer to them by name?
No, each patient has an autopsy number.

You never get used to it. You think of it. I
always feel they're a person even though they're
gone. You treat them with respect: you don't yank
them and pull them around. I always like to cover
genital areas, some pathologists like to cover the
face. So you're not looking at a person. You're just
going in to do the job.

,
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38 Exchange St. Old Port
(207) 774-0626

Would you autopsy someone you knew?

Tell me about some of these tools?

We have a policy that if we know someone, we
will not work on them. It gets too close. If it's a
relative or someone close to us, we have another
technician step in.

These are rib cutters. This is a brain saw, and
after you open the skull up, you twist this other
tool and that exposes the brain. These are bowel
scissors, these are hemosta ts ...

How many corpses are In the hospital
morgue at one time?

Is an open-casket funeral possible after an
autopsy7

An average day might have three or four. The
hospital figures maybe 1,000 go through here a
year and we autopsy roughly 180 a year.

We do nothing to disfigure the face, and everything else can be hidden by clothes, so a patient can
be shown afterward.

Who gets an autopsy?

What's the temperature Inside the morgue?

It depends if the family wants the autopsy. If
they die in the hospital, usually the doctor will ask
if the family wishes an autopsy. If the family wants
an autopsy, we perform it; if they don't, we don't.

+ STUNTERS + DELTAS
+ DIAMONDS + PARAFOILS
+ANDMORE!

91f

-------I

OIllJ !PDf! %J'PE

1------s1fam
For AH Ye Mighty
Wind Related /Yeeds

3 Wharf St •• Old Port
871-0038

774-1456

SHOWCASE HOAfES,INC.

[]l

SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

RE"LTO't

*Not Available in all cases. Certain conditions apply.

**$49,950 at 10% - 30 yean;

A conversation with

Chris Clark never has to tell his patients to
hold stili. Clark, a technician In Maine
Medical Center's morgue, assists
pathologists with autopsies.

BOOKS

BOOKS ETC

CBW/Tonee Harbert
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Are there different types of autopsies?
There are two types. One where we already
know the cause of death and we're only confirming
the doctor's diagnosis. The other kind is forensic
pathology where we're looking for the cause of
death.

What might someone find difficult about
doing this?
WeIl, for one thing. not a lot of people want to
be around dead people. That's one thing. And it
does get very graphic a lot of times. I've seen

It's kept below 40 degrees.

Are people actually stiff?

CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II
Warn" to 11:30

Lobster Fisheries and Island History Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
"September & October this cruise also departs at 8:30
12:05 to 12:55

Lunchtime Harbor Cruise
All seats $3.50
1:30 to 3:00

Ughthouse and Shipwreck Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
3:30 to 5:00

Naturalist Cruise
Feed Gulls! Watch Seals!
Breathtaking foliage in the autumn.
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
5:30 to 7:00
Featuring seafaring folk music
All Seats $8.50
7:30 to 10:00
Sunset & Harborlight Cruise
Sat. Sept. 23

Steamboat
Trio
All seats $12.50

Do people ask you a lot of questions about
what you do?

Andy NewmslIl prefers working with people who have a pulse.

Need to sell a car? Sofa? Stereo?
Bookcase? Maybe even an old
pair of dentures? let Casco Bay
Weekly's Guaranteed Classifieds
work for you. Place an ad for
three consecutive weeks, and if
your item isnlt sold by then, weill
continue running the ad, for free,
until it is sold.

Portland Headlight Cruise

Rigor mortis sets in. Usually within an eighteenhour period rigor mortis will come and go. It.
usually takes six hours coming. six hours staying.
and six hours going.

It's not a topiC of conversation that I bring up. If
people ask what I do, I tell them. I had more
comments from people when I worked in a funeral
home. Usually I just say I work in a laboratory at
the hospital.

$15 SELLS YOUR ITEM
GUARANTEED!

The CBW Guarantee applies only to the
'Wheels' and 'Stuff For Sale' categories. Ads
are limited to 30 words, and are limited to
one item. No refunds. This guarantee is not
applicable to businesses which derive regular
income from the sale of items in these
categories. To continue running your ad, you
must notify us by Monday, noon of the fourth
week, your ad will'run. Missing the deadline
voids the guarantee.
To place your ad, use our convenient form on page 21,
or call Mark Kelleher at

One Long Wharf· Portland· 774-3578

775-6601
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Save 10% - 50%
on everything
in our store to
celebrate
our new
street

MAXWELL'S
Specialty Housewares
773-7977
100 COMMERCIAL Sf, PORTLAND
JUSf NORTH OF OJ MILLO'S

"A unique selution of
beautiful products from
Maine and around the world."

YOURS:
License to carry
Your article "Guns in the city" misses the
mark on the NRA. Your statements about
the "cop killer" bullets are incorrect. Idonot
like poor media coverage.

f~~
Karl A. Kluge
Portsmouth, N.H.
p.s. I have a license to carry, too.

NRA opposed cop
killer" bullets
II

Manicure • Hair Waxing
Pedicure • Tinting
lentlre rootl

I'¥'txows & eyelashesl

MONDAY IS MEN'S DAY
Oller expires 9130189

",\\ T~/~
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32A 1VIt\11(I'.t: ST. • OLD PORT
KROSS FROM THE PORTlAND REGEI'I.ICY

FOR APPr. CALL 775-5485

~~Communi

Cable Netwo
week of .. rIU,... ,
Living Tapestries
Elder Images & Styles (1/2 hr.)
A Year of Art
Judith Nelson: Subjects &
Drawings (1/2 hr.)
Fulures On Track
Graduates Go to Work (1/2 hr.)
City Arts
Update on Area Events (112 hr.)
World Affairs
Soviet Relations with Latin
America (1 hr.)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1Opm, in
order listed & repeat Sat., Sun., &
Mon. 1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 16 in Portland, So.
Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Scarborough
& Falmouth. Channel varies in Gorham.

CARGO BAY

SURPLUS & MIUTARY CLOTHING
Fall Shipments Arriving Daily

iiJ
( .-

New & Used
~ . Canvas Packs
-~
from $8.95
,

•

RUBged, MilHary Quality

~

ArMy Itf~w~ate~,lI=d~mb'l

Jatkets; ~rmarrHe.lmelS'!Ge~
\{ Mjjlesklr(SillrtS;-Wool OVeltoalf C

I 9I.tI;t9~~(·~!l!*!m9~9m.9ffl:t!';
Many new and unusual
styles. Excellent sizes. Visit
our expanded Cargo Bay Room
Now at

SHIPWRECK &CARGO

8 Moulton St.. Portland • 775-3057
M- Sal. 9-6:00 • Sun 11-5

EAl'

This space is for opinions. Your

"Guns in the City" (CBW 8/31/89) ignores an important statistic, the number of
Maine citizens who have a valid pennit to
carry weapons, and who are charged with
some criminal activity involving those
weapons. The reason this statistic is ignored
is that the number is practically zero. Law
abiding gun owners pose no threat to the
public safety. The problem is the misuse of
fireanns by criminals who are anned despite existing laws, and will remain armed
regardless of additional restrictions.
Gun control laws wrongfully target honest gun owners and sportsmen without affecting criminals. The failure of these misguided attempts at crime control is clearly
evident in cities like Washington, D.C. and
New York which are plagued by increasingly violent crime despite the strictest gun
control in the nation.
"Guns in the City" misrepresents the
posi tion of the National Rifle Associa tion.
The NRA opposed the original legislation
banning the so-called "cop killer" bullets,
only because it was so vaguely written that
it would have banned many types of legitimate sporting ammunition. The NRA did
notopposea revised version of the bill which
affected only the controversial armor piercing bullets. In fact before the laws passage,
theNRAsecured voluntary compliance from
ammunition manufacturers to limit sales of
these bullets to police and the military. These
facts were ignored by a blatantly biased
media.
The overwhelming support that the Firearms Preemption bill (1.0. 994) received in
the Maine legislature indicates the importance that Maine's citizen place on their
ability to legally own and carry fireanns. A
statewide gun law makes far more sense
thana patchwork of ineffective local restrictions. Police Chief Chitwood's personal
whims must take a back seat to the desire of
the people to preserve their constitutional
rights.

A.~~~~
Michael Nugent
Biddeford

Beer Is a drug
I was amazed to see the full page advertisement on the back page of your Aug. 10
issue entitled "Yes, there is a difference."
This full page piece of propaganda paid for
by Anheuser-Busch and National Distributors compares "wholesome" alcohol to illegal drugs.
It is encouraging to see societies views on
substance abuse evolving to such an extent

that the makers of alcoholic beverages are
running scared. Anheuser-Busch and National Distributors, in their PR campaign
lead us to believe that their only concern is
the public well being when, in fact, they
supported lowering the drinking age to 18,
making it more available to teenagers. They
also opposed every effort put before the
legislature for a returnable bottle bill until
finally the good sense of the Maine state
legislature prevailed. All this is in the name
of profits.
Anheuser-Busch and National Distributors claim that the vast majority of drinkers
consume alcohol moderately, responSibly,
and asa refreshment. While this maybe true
for many Americans I wonder if it is true for
the vast majority. I work at an alcohol and
drug rehab and the vast majority of our
patients are admitted for alcoholism. Many
of our patients suffer from dual addictions
and report that they consume beer daily.
I can only say, that to me, there is very
little difference between drugs and alcohol.
One is legal and the other is not. Crack,
cocaine. alcohol and prescription drugs
when abused are all dangerous.

-r1 ,,/"1'1 ~ W c..,;J.. "'1W'o..
Thomas Woodman
Portland

All drugs a problem
The advertisement on page 28 of your
Aug. 10 issue was brought to my attention.
The basic theme of the ad seemed to be that
alcohol in the fonn fo beer is somehow a
totally different issue from other mood alteringsubstances.Myexperienceinthefield
of chemical dependency would indicate that
this is a false argument of a dangerous nature.
All mood altering chemicals, whether
they be alcohol, cocaine, marijuana, LSD,
heroin or whatever, are potentially dangerous. We have, as a society, chosen to legalize
alcohol and nicotine but this social sanction
is based on a tradition of use rather than on
some safety factor. The experience in my
field is that alcohol causes more deaths and
social harm than any other drug save nicotine. It is also known that beer is the most
commonly used fonn of alcohol by alcoholics who believe that it is "safe." Advertisements such as this certainly promote this
viewpoint. Legality and commonplaceexistence by no means issue safety.
I am also concerned by the statement that
the industry puts "millions of dollars annually" into public education. I would suspect
that they spend much, much more to promote its use in a way that appeals to many
adolescent traits and organizations such as
sports.
The final paragraph of the ad states that
there is nothing inherently wrong with beer.
Based on the phannacology of the drug,
alcohol, such as a statement would only be
logical if one was saying that there is nothing
inherently wrong with any mood altering
chemical. It is not the chemicals that are the
problem, it is people's use of them. Once
again, the vague singling out of alcohol as a
relatively "safer" drug is only promoting its
continued use without regard to its potential problems.
We as a society have legalized alcohol
and nicotine. When will we as a society be
willing to honestly face the results of this

decision rather than pretend that somehow
only illegal drugs are the problem?

George K Dreher, MD
Medical Director
Chemical Dependency Unit
St. Mary's Hospital
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Cops should fight crime
The Lone Chitwood rides into town to
become the darling of the Portland Press
and vows to fight corruption, loud obnoxious behavior and disorderly conduct -and,
oh yeah, rape, burglary and drug dealing even though the latter three aren't getting
the attention they deserve. But he makes up
for it on the disorderly conduct. I know that
I'll sleep a little easier knowing that the
"menace" David Koplow and his band of
wild dogs are put in their place at last.
Mr. Chitwood sure took control the other
night when hejumped on the hood of his car
yelling orders to a lively group gathered
outside a pub, while his faithful, hot-headed,
power-hungry followers in blue sucked a
20-year-old women from her car when she
was pulling out of a parking space, and
charged her with failure to disburse.
Meanwhile the press started showing up.
Mr. Chitwood loves the press and the press
loves him - they go everywhere together.
'1'mgoing to shut you down!" heyells to the
owner of a high-spirited bar, where musicians play, people dance, and fishennen,
alongwithotherworking-<Iassred-blooded
American folk, go to unwind with a few
beers.
We need places where you can pull up
your Harley, grabyourdate,and sweatitup
on the dance floor. Sure, it gets a bit loud a
times, but there are no families to "corrupt"
on that end of Commercial Street. And,
besides, if you don't like the flavor of the
place - don't go there.
I also understand that a couple strolling
through the Old Port after dinner were
dragged into a police car - by mistl1ke. It
seems that barely a day goes by without the
police bullying someone around - trying to
show everyone that they are squarely in
power.
I would love to see a strong, compassionate-natured police department that works
and talks with people, and not at them and
against them. Do you know how much cooperation they would receive if these guys and
gals in blue showed half the respect for
othersthattheydemandsostronglyforthemselves. I actually don' t think they want to see
cooperation. They want to dominate, and
keep the spirit suppressed. (Do I detcect the
scent of Fascismin the air?)
I may sound a bit cynical and cockey.
However the reality of the situation is really
quite sickening. These writings have appeared on the walls of history before.
We as individuals must join together to
protect our freedom, because the ones we
hire for the job are too busy playing cops
than catching the real robbers.
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Alternative parties thrive in spite of Maine law
TO LEARN MORE:
You don't have to join a political party to get
involved. If you are just interested in leaming more
about what sort of environmental action is happening,
consider attending one of several noteworthy activities coming up in the next few weeks:

Common Ground Fair
The Common Ground Country Fair, an annual
celebration of rural skills and environmentally-sound
technology, runs at the Windsor Fairground Sept. 22
to 24. Jim Hightower, Texas' progressive Secretary of
Agriculture, will deliver the keynote speech at 11 a.m.
Saturday. Tickets are $4 for adults, $2 for children,
elders and members of the sponsoring Maine Organic
Farmers and Growers Association. See liSTINGS
page 18 or call 623-5155 for more information.

Coastweek
Coastweek, a national celebration of the shore, runs
from September 23 to 30. Hundreds of educational
programs and cleanup activities have been scheduled
this week. See CALENDAR for more information
about cleanup days in your area and liSTINGS page
19 for a partial schedule of events.

Friends of Casco Bay
"How polluted is Casco Bay?" is the title of one
especially interesting Coastweek event, sponsored by
a new environmental group called The Friends of
Casco Bay. Workshops will address sewage, oil and
toxic pollution in the bay. David Brower, the first
executive director of the Sierra Club and founder of
Friends of the Earth, will speak in the afternoon. The
Sept. 30 conference goes all day at SMVTl in South
Portland. Cost is $15 for adults and $10 for students
and elders. Call 774-4627 for registration information.

In April, Casco Bay Greens Joined an Earth F rst! protest of the Portland headquarters of the Patten Corporation.

LOOKING
FOR THE

GREENS
CONTINUED from page one

From out of the green
A photocopier was grinding away in a dark corner
of Ron'Feintech's office, where the Casco Bay Greens
were meeting. With each pass of its glass top, another
blue pamphlet was printed. We had to raise our voices
above the mechanical whine. The sound reminded me
of the printing machines that were always thumpwhack-ing at basement peace campaigns I had worked
for while in college.
But this was no basement, and these were not
college kids. The half-dozen "Greens" here, well into
their thirties, sat in soft chairs in the carpeted reception
area.
"I've been in and out of politics since the civil rights
movement," said Feintech. "I got very excited during
the'60s and '70s. I thought I'd see some real change
happen in America. Then all of a sudden it just collapsed. I became very depressed by Reagan's election
and the apparent dismantlement of all that had been
done."
But while the dismantler campaigned for re-election
on this side of the Atlantic, 27 members of a new
political party called the "Greens" were elected in 1983
to parliament in West Germany. DeSCribing themselves as "neither left nor right but out in front," the
German Greens promoted ecological palance, women's
rights and a nuclear-free Europe.
Their symbol, the sunflower, quickly blosSOmed on
the European political landscape - and beyond. In
1984, about 40 activists met in 5t. Paul, Minn., to
discuss the creation of a Green organization in the
United States. As a symbol of their commitment to
building a grassroots democracy, they named their
fledgling organization the Committees of Correspondence - after the network of rebellious town meetings

CBW/Tonee Harbert

that led to the Revolutionary War.
draft a platform. Though they postponed the formal
A handful of Mainers met later that year to discuss
creation of a national party, they did produce a draft of
the formation of a Maine Green Party. John Rensenwhat may be the most ambitious - perhaps too ambibrink, then a professor of political science at Bowdoin,
tious - American political platform ever. No other U.s.
was at that first Maine meeting. "We decided at the
party has so meticulously taken in the ideals of the
alternative movements of the last three decades; and
start that we wanted to be both a party and a movement," he said.
despite rhetoric like George Bush's "1,000 points of
Like Feintech and many other Greens, Rensenbrink
light," no other U.s. political platform has openly
addressed personal responsibility as a integral part of
had witnessed first-hand the meteoric rise and disillusioning fall of the dozens of leftish political groups that social change.
"The Greens are asking people to make basic
have appeared since the '60s. So the Maine Greens, like
most of the other local Committees of Correspondence, changes to their own lives first," said Feintech of the
movement's thrust, "and then to the communities they
put electoral politics on the back burner. "We realized
live in."
that we needed to build a vigorous Green presence in
as many communities as possible," said Rensenbrink.
The. Green way
"Because the local level is where citizens feel like
The copier finished its business before the Casco
ci tizens."
Bay Greens finished theirs. They discussed a concert, a
Citizen Feintech helped organize the Casco Bay
Greens in the spring of ]988. The young group has
fundraising project, their booth at the Common
done more activism and protest than traditional
Ground Fair and a letter they received from Greenpolitics thus far. Because many of the people who
peace thanking them for their work on a successful
joined were already interested in animal rights issues,
boycott of Icelandic fish. Then one Green suggested
actions supporting groups like the Maine Animal
they take a public position on the abortion issue.
Coalition and Greenpeace have dominated the Casco
"Battle lines are forming for a massive battle on
Bay Greens' agenda.
abortion," he said. "The question is, 'Do we want to
"The protests brought new people on board," said
throw our hat in the ring?' "
Everyone present had something to say about
Feintech, who considers the group still in its formative
stage. "We try to minimize the ratio of sitting around
abortion. Some felt they had a duty to support the
in meetings to action projects,"
women's groups on this issue; others were wary of
being caught in the crossfire. Since they could not
Rensenbrink, now a national Green coordinator
based in Cambridge, Mass., said th~attern of followagree on either a poSition or what step to take next, the
ing existing interests is typical. He said there are basiissue was dropped and the meeting moved on the the
cally five types of actions that local Green groups take: next topic.
Too bad, I thought to myself, that the women and
citizen lobbying (such as the campaign of Brunswickarea Greens to prevent a garbage incinerator from
men who must decide whether or not to actually have
being built there); direct action (such as civil disobedian abortion can not simply move on to the next topiC.
On the surface, the abortion debate showed what's
ence actions at Seabrook); building alternative instituwrong - and what's right - with the Green way of
tions (a loan fund for alternative housing is being
explored); forming study groups and entering electoral doing things. Because they're committed to democratizing the political process, they strive to use the least
politics.
"Electoral action comes out of the first four actions," structure they can get away with. Rather than making
decisions by majority vote, they attempt to reach
said Rensenbrink, who added that Greens are getting
group consensus. But getting everyone to agree on
into politics more slowly in the U.S. than in Europe.
anything is hard, if not impoSSible. Coordinators of the
This is due in part to this country's winner-take-all
electoral system and in part to caution on the part of
Eugene gathering were forced to fall back to a "straw
poll" vote in order to pass most of the platform - even
the Greens organizing nationally. "Greens are not
about to take shortcuts," said Rensenbrink. "When we
though they had more than 80 percent support for the
get into electoral action it will be based on a real
entire platform.
But on a deeper level, the aborted abortion discuscommunity presence - not on some kind of machine."
But the roots are being planted for a formal Green
sion illustrated a two-edged debate that frequently
tears at the womb of Green ideology: When humanisParty U.S.A., and Rensenbrink is one of the gardeners.
About 300 Greens from across the country met in
tic and naturalistic values come into conflict, which
Eugene, Ore., this past July to discuss strategy and
take priority? The clash between social/humanistic

priorities and strict ecological priorities has been the
underlying rift in the U.S. Green movement almost
since the beginning.
On one hand are the "Social Ecologists," who think
that taking care of the planet is the best way to take
care of people. Many social ecologists have been involved in leftish politics before, and have now merely
added Green values to their pre-existing ideology.
Opposing them are the "Deep Ecologists," who seek to
promote the well-being of human and non-human
species equally. They believe that humans do not have
the right to reduce ecological diversity except to satisfy
their most basic needs.
(The most notorious proponent of deep ecology is
perhaps Dave Foreman, one of the founders of Earth
First!, who angered many Social Ecologists when he
said that the AIDS epidemic would be good for the
planet because it would reduce the human population
to a sustainable level. See "No compromises" on page
11.)
Green meetings are sometimes stormy as a result of
the difficult process of achieving consensus and the
thorny path of their broad ideology. But Greens
believe they emerge from these storms as a stronger
movement. Though their process is less efficient than
the loosely agreed upon agendas of the Democratic
and Republican parties, individual Greens come away
from each confrontation knowing what they each think
- and feeling empowered to do something about it.

Green but not Green
A few days later I drove Downeast to talk to Gary
Lawless, who is green but not a Green.
Ahead of me on Route 1 was a four-wheel-drive
truck barreling along at 70 miles an hour. On the
tailgate were two bumper stickers. One said "TEACH
PEACE." The other said "BOYCOTT EXXON." I
wondered how the man driving the truck could teach
peace to the countries who sold him the gas he was
burning while they were breathing the air he'd already
polluted.
Of course I was right behind him, doing the same
thing.
The gap between what I know to be "environmentally correct" and what I do each day is massive. There
were two non-refundable juice bottles and a foam
sandwich box on the floor of my car - the nomecyclable debris from yet another wasteful meal I didn't
take time to do right.
Lawless was working in his garden as I pulled into
the farm where he lives. I hid my garbage under the
CONTINUED on pagelO

Political monopoly
"The Legislature of the State of Maine has pretty
well stymied dissenters from getting on the ballot,"
says Benjamin Bubar, chair of the maine Prohibition
Party. Mainers can only register as Democrats or Republicans.
Nick Youngers, chair of the Maine Libertarian
Party, thinks this is unfair. "The Democrats and
Republicans have set up all sorts of barriers to other
parties to keep the power to themselves," he says.
"It's hard to get the laws changed because the
Democrats and Republicans control the legislature."
Any party can put a preSidential candidate onto
the Maine ballot by collecting just 4,000 valid Signatures. But the candidate will be listed as an "Independent," not as that party's candidate. Winning
legal status as a party is much more difficult.
"To get a new party (not just a candidate) on the
ballot requires over 20,000 Signatures," says
Youngers. "Since they instituted that law in Maine no
one has ever done it. It's a huge requirement."
People can't register as a member of a party until
it's recognized by the state. And there are other
problems. "You get cut out of things like debates,"
Youngers says. "The Democratic and Republican
candidates will say, 'You're not a party. You didn't
do this and that: - all the things they didn't let you
do." So the political monopoly is perpetuated.
Another obstacle to alternative political parties
reaching new ears, says Youngers, is that "The media
doesn't cover the other parties," he says. "I think
more and more people are fed up with both parties,
but they don't know they have other choices."
There are other choices. Among them:

libertarian Party
Nick Youngers is the chair of the Libertarian Party
of Maine, which calls itself "the third largest, fastestgrowing party in America." On July 23 the Maine
Libertarian Party held its annual convention and 60
people showed up.
The Libertarian Party, founded in Colorado in
1971, now claims more than 200,000 registered
members in the 15 states (Maine is not one) where
people are permitted to register as Libertarians. The
party is organized and active in the other states.
"It is built on the basic principles of liberty,"
Youngers says. "There are no agendas for special
interests. Just liberty."
Libertarians oppose: gun control, compulsory
education, meddling in foreign countries, international trade restrictions, laws governing sex, pornography, drugs and seatbelts, income taxes, nuclear
power, the CIA and the IRS. They also oppose the
close relationship between government and business,
both because it hampers business and because
consumers end up bailing out businesses. They
advocate the privatization of welfare and an end to
minimum wage laws.
The Libertarian Party is working hard in Maine to
establish an organization in every county. Ten of the
]6 have been conquered, the rest are expected to fall
in line within a year.
Youngers can be reached in Lisbon Falls at 3539711; the national number in Washington, D.C. is 18~2-1776.

Prohibition Party
(aka National Statesman Party)
"The Prohibition Party is the oldest third party in
American politics," says Benjamin Bubar, chair of the
Maine Prohibition Party committee.
Bubar, who lives in China, Maine, was nominated
for President by the Prohibition Party in 1976 and
1980.
"One thing that's misleading is the name," says
Bubar. "Prohibition is the last of 25 planks in the
platform." The party supports prayer and bible
reading in public schools, and a return to the gold
standard. The party is opposed to the Equal Rights
Amendment, abortion, farm subsidies, and the production, distribution and sale of alcohol. It disapproves of some welfare, divorce and co-habitation.
Furthermore, "the Prohibition Party ... recognizes
Almighty God as the source of all just government,"
according to a brochure. The party is staunchly anticommunist.
Bubar can be reached at P.O. Box 91, China
Village, ME., 04926. National Headquarters: The
National Statesman party, P.O. Box 2635, Denver,
Colorado, 80201.

Communist Party of the U.S.A.
The Communist Party has been active in Maine
since 1920, says Regional Director John Case. In 1955
the party was outlawed. But in 1966 the United States
Supreme Court struck down the penalties for practicing communism, although the court did not go so far
as to legalize communism. Membership has been
growing slowly since then, says Case. Currently there
are about 80 members between Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.
Describing the party's membership, Case says,
"There are a few people who have gone to college
and read Karl Marx. But most of the people who join
are seeking to find answers to some problem that has
arisen in the other parties."
Case says that the Communist Party differs from
the Democratic Party in that the communist party
doesn't pretend to represent all interests equally.
"Democrats say, 'I support affordable health care for
everybody, as long as the doctors are still millionaires,'" Case says. "They know it can't be true." Case
contends that the biggest flaw with this argument is
that insurance companies will pay for anything as
long as they can pass the cost on to consumers.
Regional Headquarters (includes Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont): P.O. Box 8587, Portland,
Maine, 04104. National Headquarters: 235 West 23rd
St., New York, NY, 10011. Telephone: 1-212-989-4994.

New Alliance Party
Although the New Alliance ran Dr. Lenora Fulani
as its presidential candidate on the Maine ballot in
1988, the effort was launched from afar. There is no
local organization.
"The New Alliance is a black-led, multi-racial, progay indpendent party," says Mary Ann Grossman,
spokesperson for the 100year-old party in New York
City. "It has been ranked as the fourth-largest political party in the country by a New York Times poll."
(The poll ranked the Libertarian Party as the third
largest.)
The address for the New Alliance National headquarters is at 2032 5th Ave., New York, NY 10027.
The phone number is 1-212-996-4700.

The Rainbow Coalition
The Rainbow Coalition in Maine isn't exactly a
party. It's more a collection of progressive people,
including members of feminist and minority groups,
all manner of civil Ii~rtarians, peace activists, labor
organizers and others who feel the Democratic Party
has drifted away from them.
In some states, like Vermont, the Rainbow runs its
own candidates. In Maine, the fledgling Rainbow
looks as though it will be a force working· within the
Democratic Party.
At statewide organizational forums, the Rainbow
has been building a platform. These were among the
priorities that surfaced at ORe forum: equal protection
for people of all race, gender, sexual preference and
physical ability; ecological curriculum in schools; reopening of both the Iran-Contra hearings and the
short-range missile talks; better child- and health-care
in the workplace; mandatory withdrawl of all United
States corporations from South Africa; and statesponsored health insurance for low-income people.
Ken Hayes, 1988 challenger to 2nd District Congresswoman Olympia Snowe, has been chosen as
temporary chair of the Rainbow until a bona fide
convention can be organized this fall or winter.
Carol Case is the contact person for the Rainbow in
the first congressional district. She can be reached at
797-7677.

Maine Greens
Although they've not run a single candidate, there
are about a 100 people statewide who have taken to
calling themselves Greens - even though many are
still registered as as Independents or Democrats.
For more information about the Casco Bay Greens,
call Ron Feintech at 772-5581. For more information
about the Merrymeeting Greens (Brunswick Area),
call Elaine Diaz at 666-5608. For more information
about what's happening in the New England region,
contact Matt Tilley in Holden, Maine, at ]-843-5269.
The Committees of Correspondence clearinghouse
address is: P.O. Box 30208, Kansas City, MO 641 ]2.
Copies of the platform drafted in Eugene are available for $2 from Green Letter/Greener Times, P.O.
Box 210628, San Francisco, CA 94121.
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LOOKING FOR THE GREENS
CONTINUED from page nine
seat as I got out of the car. We walked across a pasture
as I explained what I was writing about, what I was
looking for.
"Yeah," he said, "Maine is a unique place. There are
still people around here who make their living digging
worms."
Lawless, who makes his living selling books at a
store in Brunswick, is not a Green. "The Greens seem
to be more oriented toward electoral politics," he said,
in explanation. After a pause, he added, "I think those
people who dig worms know more about how the
Earth works than any of the politicians do - even the
Green ones."
Lawless, who grew up in Belfast, left Maine after
graduating from Colby. He spent a year in California
studying with poet Gary Snyder. That was during the
early '70s, and Lawless found himself amidst the green
ferment that resulted in the birth of the "bioregional"
movement. When Lawless returned to Maine a year
later, he brought the idea with him.
Simply put, a bioregion is a region defined biologically and geologically (such as all the land that is
directly affected by the Gulf of Maine) rather than by
arbitrary lines on a map (such as the political boundaries that divide Maine from Canada). The bioregional
movement is an attempt to get people to think of
where they live along ecological, rather than political
or economic lines.
"We're definitely akin to the Greens," he said, "but I
see the bioregional movement representing more than
just people. Each of us is one of a multitude of species
in a particular place - and the way we live our lives in
that place has an effect on that place, and also on every
other place."
To help spread that message, Lawless organized a
Gulf of Maine Bioregional Congress, an August 1987
gathering of about 250 people in Freedom, Maine. The
four-day binge of workshops and plenary sessions was
first time many of the diverse back-to-the land!greenish groups and individuals from across Maine, New
Hampshire and eastern Canada had come together.
Many of them will return to central Maine next
summer as hosts of a North American Bioregional
Congress - at which delegates from across the Canada,
the U.S. and Mexico will discuss the future of their
movement.
Lawless became excited as we talked about bioregionalism. But like many people who grew up
Downeast, he spoke softly as he told the stories that

were inherently the loudest.
He whispered impishly as he told me that the
woman who led the animal rights workshop at the
Gulf of Maine congress was later discovered to be an
F.B.1. infiltrator - after she turned in an animal rights
activist she had allegedly encouraged to plant a bomb
at the Connecticut headquarters of a surgical equipment manufacturer that tests its products on live dogs.
Lawless seemed both fearful and amused about
having been spied on for being an environmentalistthe same thing President Bush now calls himself.
Fearful because such governmental misdeeds continue
to shadow he and other radical environmentalists;
amused because there is nothing for them to find.

I think those people
who dig worms know
more about how the
Earth works than any
of the politicians do.
-Gary Lawless

"They just aren't aware of what is happening in
Maine," he said. "It's not the Earth First!ers who are
stopping the.dams in this state. It's the lake associations and the salmon fishermen and all the other little
groups that have said 'NO' to big development."
Lawless interrupted what he was saying to point
out some birds that, having grown accustomed to the
two of us si tting on the porch, returned to a feeder
only a few feet away. "They're going to eat me out of
house and home," he said.
Then, just as abruptly, he continued: "There's a lot
of bioregional stuff going on here - it just isn't all
called that."

Maine must have seemed like to the first European
settlers of the 16OOs. Fish, fur and timber - valuable
commodities in Europe - were virtually free for the
taking here. And the first economy reflected that
ecOlogy: Maine's first businesses counted only the
costs of the harvesting as expenditures because the
supply of this natural "capital" - the fish and the trees
- was thought to be unlimited.
Travelling south through fields separated by stone
walls and punctuated by farmhouses and barns, I saw
that the limits of this land had been found by the end
of the 1800s. The Indian and wild animal populations
had been radically reduced to make way for planted
fields and grazing land, for these roads and rock walls.
The changes in the ecology changed the economy: the
right to use the land began to have value, and so these
roads and walls were built to show which land belonged to whom. But what was taken from that land
was still product, not capital.
The massive mill buildings in Topsham and Brunswick heralded the Industrial Revolution, which
ultimately brought mechanization to the harvest of the
land. The machines changed the land into money
faster. By the time I was born this nation was called the
"richest" on Earth - although in fact we had simply
"borrowed" the fastest from our natural resources. In
order to keep the debt from showing, we clung to the
colonial notion that what we took from the Earth was
not capital.
Further south, I came to Casco Bay.
I looked out at the islands. They are smooth and
round on their north and west sides, rough and c1ifflike to the south and east. This is because glaciers
rounded them off as they advanced from the north,
but just left the islands standing as the ice melted away
some 12,000 years ago.
In the history of the Earth, those glaciers will be a
footnote and the stone walls won't even count. But the
species that blew a hole in their own atmosphere and
polluted their own environment to the point that only
other species could live comfortably - they will be
worthy of a whole chapter.
I felt ashamed.
And it was then that 1 really understand something
Ron Feintech told me. He said: "I hope there will be a
third party that is green - whether it is the Greens or

Earth First!

•
No compromises
Bumed-out after a series of of defeats, five '
environmentalists went camping in the Mexican desert in 1980. By the time they got back to
Arizona they had created Earth First!, the most
radical environmental group on the American
scene.
Dave Foreman, a balding cruiserweight
about six feet tall, was joined by Howie Wolke,
a Wyoming representative of Friends of the
Earth; Bart Koehler and Ron Kesar, both
working consen.<ationists; and Mike Roselle,
who described the event this way:
"I remember drawing up the logo while we
were bumping along in the van. We still have a
copy of the first drawing, and the lines are real
squiggly from the dirt road. Howie and Dave
and Bart started screamin' out all the things
that were going to be on our platform, and so
we scribbled those things down. By the time
we got back to Tucson we had started Earth
First! We had this manifesto we'd written up,
and we had the name, and we had a logo. We
chose the logo very carefully. We wanted a
green fist. We figured it would be very hard to
compromise if your logo was a green fist."
Their trip, and the creation of Earth First!,
coincided with turmoil within the environmental movement. In the Wilderness Society,
as in Friends of the Earth and other conservation outfits, fighters were being replaced by
managers, power shifting from the grassroots
back to Washington, suits and ties replacing
denim and plaid.
Earth First! is a response to those changes.
Loosely aligned with the ethic of "Deep
Ecology" (see main story), Earth First! works
toward an ethic of biocentrism. To avoid
organizational pitfalls, it is not an organization.
It has no forrnalleaders, no board of directors,
no hierarchy. It is a tribe. Eight years later,
Earth First! has prospered better than any of its
founding fathers dreamed. There are between
10,000 and 15,000 members - it's hard to know
without membership rolls - and the outfit is
despised and admired all over the nation.
Earth First! does not advocate saving some
of our remaining wilderness. It advocates
saving all of it, and recreating vast areas of
wilderness in areas now developed. Earth
First! does not simply oppose construction of
new dams, it demands the obliteration of old
ones - Hetch Hetchy, Glen Canyon, New
Melones. Earth First! promises never to compromise. The Earth always comes first, with no
equivocation.
Earth First! employs confrontation, civil
disobedience, guerrilla theater, and direct
action in pursuit of its goals. Earth First!
advocates ecotage - sabotage in defense of the
ecosystem - or would almost advocate ecotage.
(Here the lawyers have been at work, it seems:
'''The Earth First! movement neither advocates
nor condemns monkeywrenching," the outfit

says officially. The Earth First! Journal, however, carries a regular column, "Dear Ned
Ludd," about monkeywrenching and does take
an editorial position in favor of the practice.)
Of the monkeywrenching tactics editOrially
favored, tree spiking has been most con troversial. In 1986 a sawmill worker in northern
California was badly injured when his saw
shattered on hitting a spike in a log. Earth
First!, has drawn ire for the incident, though
the group denies responsibility. The purpose of
spiking, Earth First! points out, is to prevent
the tree from being cut_ (Earth First! believes in
truth in packaging - the spiker is supposed to
paint a big S on the trunk-)
Ironically, Earth First!'s radical tactics have
won them more attention than their message.
And there are other down sides to their tactics.
Said Foreman: "One inherent danger in civil
disobedience is that you form this in-group. H
you haven't been arrested, you aren't very
important. You get some folks who are Arrest
Groupies. They really like to do that. That's
how they get off. Other people in Earth First!
start feeling they're second-class. The other
thing that happens with civil disobedience is
that it puts you in very direct contact with the
legal system. I think the legal system in this
country is inherently unjust, corrupt - it's set
up to defend economic power. But when you
get to the civil disobedience action, then your
enemy is no longer the Forest Service, it's the
legal system. I don't have time to take on the
legal system."
The other "inherent danger" is that the legal
system will come looking for you. A man who
went by the name of Mike Tate infiltrated an
Earth First! group in Arizona that was thinking
about downing transmission lines leading to a
nuclear power plant. Tate encouraged the
action, convinced Foreman to put up $680 to
help fund it (to entrap Foreman too), and accompanied the group to the spot where the
F.B.1. was waiting for them with helicopters
and submachine guns.
That event, in May of this year, has driven
other Earth First! leaders even further underground than they already were. At a speech
delivered before that arrest, Foreman explained his own ecotage this way:
"You got to put your body between the
bulldozer or the chainsaw and the earth. And
you don't do that in an arrogant way, in a
macho kind of way.. Ah, here I am, the big,
heroic human being protecting this wilderness.
Aren't I great?' You do it very humbly. You
listen to the trees, talk to the river. You become
that. You become the forest. You become the
spotted owl, the wolverine. You become the
wilderness acting in defense of itself."

537 Shore Road - cape Elizabeth· 767-2:803
Mon. &.. Sat. 9 :30-S • Tues.-Fri. 9:30-8
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not."

Monte Paulsen is editor of Casco Bay Weekly. He now lives on
Peaks Island and hopes that he'll never see Casco Bay become the
dateline of a disaster.
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This piea was excerpted from a story by Kenneth Brower,
which first appeRred in Ha"owsmith mJ)gazine.

CoscoBov

A black history
I took a few back roads on the way back to Portland
that evening.
As I drove through the trees, I thought about what

Natural
Foods
Market

Gary Lawless, behind the wheel of a cardboard bulldozer he
wore to the the April Patten Protest, organzled by Earth First!
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Portland's Povverlul Alternative

• A collection of modem
Japanese prints is on exhibit at
the Portland Museum of Art.
The exhibit is drawn on the
collection of Mr. anmd Mrs.
John Rich Jr., who were
residents of Japan from 1962
until 1982, and the collection
includes works which com
bine the traditional Ukioy-e
style of printmaking and

~~~~co;n:t:emporarywest:1
em traditions.
Mrs. Rich
gives a
gallery talk on the exhibit tonight at 5:15
p.m. and tomorrow
at 12:30 p.m. The talk
is free with museum
admission. For more
information, call 7756148.
• After the gallery
talk, stick around the
PMA for the first in
a film series which
highlights the
aesthetics of
cinematography
for
the
150th
anniversary of
photography.
Tonight's movie
is Nicholas Roeg's .
haunting story "Don't
Look Now." The movie is
at 7 p.m. and costs
$3.50. (The screen at
the museum is one
of the best in
town.)
• Tonight is the first
in a series of public
dinners sponsored by the
Portland Area League of
Women Voters. It is too late
to make reservations for
dinner, but it is not too late
to reserve a spot for the free
after-dinner forum given by
the environmental attorney
Jeffrey Thaler. He will speak
on waste management
issues and how citizens
can participate in decision making, The forum
is at 7 p,m, at the Holiday Inn, 88 Spring St.,
a a . . . Portland, For reservations, call 774-3289.

is the title of a talk being
given by Robert Devaney,
professor of mathematics at
B.u. and an expert in the
fields of chaos theory and
dynamical systems. The
lecture is at 7 p.m,. in Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

• Mime and dance come
together as Tony Montanaro
and Karen Hurll present their
Theatre of Mime & Dance at
8 p.m. at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets
are $10/$8 at the box office,
774-0465.
• The Maine Island Trail is
a 325-mile small boat waterway from Portland to Machias. It offers an opportunity
to explore the coast and visit
the many public and private
islands. The trail is the subject
of a slide show at 7:30 p.m. at
the L.L. Bean Casco Street
Conference Center in Freeport. The slide show is free
and open to the public. For
more information, call 8654761
• lain Macintosh, a Scottish
folk musician, performs his
poignant, humorous and
incisive music at 8 p.m. at the
Curtis Little Theater, The
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St., Bath. Tickets are $6
in advance and $8 at the door.
For reservations, call 729-3185.
• Saxophonist Julius Hemphill of the World Saxophone
Quartet performs sans the
other three members of the
quartet and with his own
band at Bates College in
Lewiston. The concert is at
8:15 p.m. in the chapel. Tickets
are $8/$5. For reservations,
call 785-6135.

• Andrei Codrescu, National Radio commentator and
poet, reads his poetry at 7
p.m. at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress St., Portland. Codrescu is in town for
a conference on autobiography being offered this weekend (Sept. 29). Tonight's
reading is free and open to the
public.
• A panel discussion to
celebrate free speech, "Many
Voices: Censorship Issues in
Maine," is being sponsored by
the Maine Civil Liberties
Union and the Portland Public
Library at 7 p.m. at the main
library. Panelists include
William Coogan from the
political science department at
and Spring Point Shoreway in Grand Hotel Style: The
on your desk. "A Little Lunch USM, Deborah Locke, a
librarian at Westbrook High
S. Portland, Ann Sartwell,
Draped and Upholstered
Music" is a season preview
School,
and Mark Somer,
800-851-4600; Portland/South Interiors of Victoria Mansion" being offered by the Portland
managing
director of Portland
is the title of an illustrated
Portland/Cape Elizabeth/
String Quartet at noon at the
Stage Company. Jim Brunelle,
Scarborough, Tracey Hall,
First Parish Church Parish
lecture given by Arlene
columnist for the Portland
883-8977,
Palmer Schwind and Laura
House, 425 Congress St.,
Fecych Sprague of the Victoria Portland, The quartet will talk Press Herald, is the modera• Coastweek in also for
tor. For more information, call
Society at 3 p.m, at the Portlearning. For a complete
about the upcoming season
774-5444.
land Museum of Art in Con~
schedule of local events
and play selections of music.
gress Square. For more infor- Bring a bag lunch (or better
thrdughout the week, see
Listings. Today at Kettle Cove mation, call 772-4841.
yet, bring lunch in a cloth sack
there will be a Low Tide Walk
or some other reusable conoffered by the Gulf of Maine's
tainer); coffee and desert will
education director Martha
be for sale. The concert and
Agan at 11:30 a.m. Admission
preview is free and open to
is free for aquarium members,
the public. For more informa• Presenters at the three$3 for non-members. Reservation, call 761-1522.
day
conference "The Subject
tions are required, call 772•
The
Maine
Group
of
the
of
Autobiography"
will
• Coastweek, a national
2321.
Sierra
Club
is
presenting
a
discuss autobiography and
celebration of the shore, kicks
lecture and video "The Dethe concept of self as it relates
off today with a beach
struction of the Alaskan Rain
to gender, politics and ethnic
cleanup on a grand scale. A
Forests: First the Water, Now
group. Talks and panel discooperative effort from Cape
the
Woods"
at
7
p.m.
at
the
cussions are scheduled
Cod to Nova Scotia to clean
• Miss Xanna Don't, but
Public Safety Building, 109
through Sunday at the
up the Gulf of Maine begins
maybe she does. What we
. • Imagine if interior deco- Middle St., Portland. The
Sonesta Hotel in Portland.
early in the day. To particiknow she does is play an
event is free and open to the
rators looked to the modern
Registration is $15 for one day
pate in your local cleanup,
hotel chains for their decorat- public. For more information, urban country & western
of attendance, $50 for the
contact: Eastern Prom, Richsound, belting out ballads
call 389-1796.
entire conference. Andrei
ard Vere, 879-8710; Breakwa- ing ideas. The thought isn't
from beneath a fabulous
Codrescu is the after-dinner
very pleasing in these days of
ter Point, S. Portland, Tom
beehive 'do. Miss Xanna
speaker on Sunday. For more
mass-produced paintings etc..
Blake, 799-5723; Willard
Don't
plays
tonight
at
Zootz,
information, call 780-4295.
Beach, S. Portland, John
But in the 19th century many
31 Forest Ave., Portland.
of the Victorian homes,
Stuart, 767-5761; Crescent
• Pianist Michael Arnowitt
•
Chaos
isn't
as
crazy
as
it
is
beginning
a musical journey
Beach/Two Lights State Park, including Portland's Victoria
might
appear.
"Chaos,
Fracthrough the piano sonatas of
Cape Elizabeth, John Scott,
Mansion, were fashioned after
tals, and Dynamics: Computer Beethoven. The 26-year-old
• Anything beats getting
799-5871; Back Cove, Fort
Grand Hotels of their times.
Experiments in Mathematics" Arnowitt will perform the
salad oil all over the papers
Williams in Cape Elizabeth,
"Silks and Tassels in the

e

t 0
sonatas chronolOgically,
correlating his own age to the
age Beethoven was when he
composed the sonatas. The
first concert in the series is at
8 p.m. in St. Luke's Cathedral,
143 State St., Portland. Tickets
are $8/$6, available at
Amadeus Music or by calling
871-8023.

sewage pollution, oil pollution, and toxic and heavy
metal issues. The keynote
speakers are David Brower,
executive director of the Sierra
Club, and Mr. Fish {aka Jeff
Sandler}, who will present a
overview of marine life in
Casco Bay and the Gulf of
Maine. A Harbor cruise is the
last. item on the agenda for
this day-long, 8:30 a.m.4:3O
p.m. at SMVTI in South
Portland. The cost is $15 and
$10 for students and elders.
Call 774-4627 for registration
information.

• The Friends of Casco Bay
are offering a seminar intended to increase public
awareness of environmental
issues concerning Casco bay.
There will be workshops on
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Kihei Saujlma's "Bodhisattva, 1974111 Is one modern
Japanese print on display at the P.M.A. See Sept. 21 •••
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." THE. MOVIES""'·
SEP, 20·23

* LEAN
* MEAN

WED-SAT 7:15,9
SAT MAT 1:15

ATHENS, GA.

SORRY. .. ~

but ZOOTZ has no wrestling, no
~
alcohol incentives, no men's or ladies' I

DON~

WED •• SEPT. 27

XANNA

Punk C&W
SAT., SEPT. 30

nights, no oldies nights, no dress code, ~ THE WASHINGTON
no happy hour, no top 40. ZOOTZ
I
SQUARES

simply provides the hippest music,
the biggest dance floor, the nicest
and most enlightened crOWd.

I
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LAURENCE
OLIVIER: Pt. I

SUN 3; MON· TUB 6:30

Rebecca

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND· 773·8187

t
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Tickets $12 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music
& Gallery Music

SAT 3; SUN 7, MaN 9

Bunny Lake is Missing

B G .OUI'.DS FROM ALL OVhR
1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY
PORTLAND PERFORMING ARTS
support from: Cellular One. Sonesta Hotel, and WCLZ
Next Concert: Current Events, Fri. and Sat. Oct. 6&7
Tito Puente & Latin Jazz A1lstars. Fri. Oct. 27
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Folk Hipsters
MON OCT. 2

~ FREDDY HUBBARD
I .Jazz ll\.mpet Phenomenon
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Saturday, September 23rd 8:00 PM
Portland Performing Arts Center
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* PORCINE

BRAVE COMBO

STARRING R.E.M. & THE 8·52'0
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TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA, MUSIC pi RECTOR & CONDUCTOR
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874-0000

Sat., September 23, 8 P.M.
Portland City Hall Auditorium

18 Monument Square and
Comer of Fore &Exchange

BOWDER
Fanfare

WAGNER
Die Meistersinger: Prelude

BRUCH

Violin Concerto No.1

Compiled by Ann Sitomer

WAGNER

U.tlng. mu.t be recolved by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publlc.tlon
Ann Slt_r, C.sco B.y W ....1y, 187 C ..rk St. . ." Port..nd 04102

Tristan und Isolde:
Prelude and Liebestod

BRITTLE BOD
with GlffHORSE

STRAUSS, R.
KYOKO TAKEZAWA
$ 22, $18, $14, $ 8
Call 773-8191

Till Eulenspiegel's
Merry Pranks
Concert Sponsor: WGME-TV

• Our deck is still open for you sunworshipers!
• Luncheon Specials Every Day!

Frl. & Sat.
Sept. 22-23

So.
Do tho Righi ThIng Spike Lee's third
major release, "00 The ~ight Thing." is

Frl. & Sat.
Sept. 29-30

HAPPy HOYR
4-6 MON.-FRI

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

~lUtluxl'sFtmt

Pilla and Steak Sandwiches

Lunch 11-4 Dinner 4-10
Lounge open until 1:00

33 INDIA ST.
PORTlAND

BRUNO'S 773-3530

SILVER
SCREEN

Tho Abyaa is the latest from down
under, and this time ifs not Australia.
The undersea epic offers great deepsea special effects, but the plot is bewildering. A submarine, a nuclear
warhead a deranged naval officer and
an alien Creature all !i9ure in the story.
Ed Harris and Mary Elozabeth Mastrantonio star.
Allco'. Ro.t.lINnt Folk musician
Ario Guthrie plays his music and sings
an epic about dumping trash.
Athena, CA. is a documentary on
Southern rock 'n roll (no, "Freebird"
please.) The main attractions are
R.E.M. and the 8-52'S, two bands who
went from the college rado circuit to
the big time.
.
B.tman Michael Keaton IS Bruce
Wayne, fighting against an oppressive
evil world of Gotham CIty lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholson). The sets are
designed by Anton Furst, who deSigned
the sets for Stanley Kubrick's "Full Metal
Jacket." among other films. The mOVie
has a wonderful /001<. Unforiunately,
the plot and characters fall far shon of
the movie's menacing and profound
sets.
B"ck R.ln Michael Douglas plays and
NYC cop delivering a Japanese Cop to
the police in Osaka.
Bunny ukol~ MlaalngOtto Pre~in
ge(s thriller IS about an Amencan
mother who goes to London to pick up
her illegitimate daughter from school
and discovers no one fitting herdaughter's description has ever been enrolled there. Laurence Olivier, Carol
Lynley, Keir Dullea and Noel Coward
star.

Ruby's Choice
Dead Poot. Soc..ly Peler Weir's
movie is about a group ofschoolboysin
a strict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Robin Williams) to look beyond the
ordinary and to live their own dreams
rather than conform to the expectations of their parents and schoolmasters. Williams' acting does little to inspire, but his character gives the rest of
the story the impetus it needs to carry
on without him. Using the haunting and
mysucal images that have become his
tredemark, Weir makes the boys' initiation into life, love and poetry extraord~
nary.
Don'I Look Now Donald Suther1and
and Julie Christie star in director Nicholas Roeg's suspenseful tale about .a
couple who are haunted by the guilt
over the loss of their daughter. The
chilling movie is show in Venice.

What's Where
Oeneral Cinemas
Maine Mall

_land

M.... Mall Road, 5
77.....1022

...... ""In CRI

1::10, ':15, 7:20, 10 (opens Sap 22)
_ e l L. . . CRI
1:(5,':15,7,9::10
...., U•• afMII videotape (AI
1,3:10, 5:20, ~::IO, 9:45
111m. & "ootch CPGI
12:45, 3, 5:10, 7:15,9:25 (Ihrough Sap 21)

p _ t h _ CPG·131
12:45. 3:45,7,9:50

L.eth.IW••_

IU_..

• cal

1, 4. 7, 10

IRI

1, 3:10, 5:20, 7:25, 9:36 ~hrough Sap 21)

Nickelodeon

_ _ "UT\' lI.t . . IIV IPC'''I

o1:30,4.7:30.9;.1:5
_ _ t_11

1:15,':20 (opens Sap 22)

. . . No Evl, Hoar JI. hli
7:15,9:40 (opens Sap 221

The Movies
m-9600

Ath ..... GA
Sap 20-23
Wed-5aI at 7:15, 9
Sat mat at 1:15

Unclo Buck is John Candy's annual
summer comedy - this year directed
by John Hughes. Uncle Buck comes to
stay and take care of his nephew and
nieces
When Harry Mot S.lIy Meg Ryan
and Billy Crystal play on-and-off acquaintances, who challenge the supposition that men and women cannot
be friends. This isn't a movie that gets
one thinking about the meaning of
modern relationships, but it is IhoroUlJhly enjoyable. The short segments
of Interviews with married couples add
spice to the love story between Crystal
and Ryan.

IlIch.... 1II

Sap 2.-26
RSun
_at!)
_
Moo-Tue at 6::30
Sop 23-25
Sat at 3, Sun at 7
Mon arB

Salml,3

an Army sergeant who is ass_igned the
job 01 delivering a prisoner (Tomr"!'Y
lee Jones) from Germany to stand tnal
in the states. The prisoner turns out to
be an assassin hired to sabotage the
signing of a nuclear disarmament treaty
between the U.S and the Soviet Union.
The story wanders the midde ground
between obscure and sophomoric, but
its real substance is drawn from the
fear of nuclear annihilation and a lack
of trust in the people who make the decisions which allect the fate of the
eanh. Unfortunately, there are too many
stereotypes and too much preying upon
fears to make this anything more than
a moderately entenruning spy flick.
P.ronlhood Ron Howard'staleofchild
rearing in middle-dass America. Steve
Manin plays the man with a high pressure job, who wants to be superdad.
While Jason Robards and a cast of
thousands meander through some
tasteless humor about family life, peppered with a few serious and poignant
moments.
Robecc. Alfred Hitchcock'sfirstAmerican movie is about the second wife
(Joan Fontaine) of the brooding nobleman (Laurence Olivier), who is haunted
by the memory of the first wife Rebecca. The dassic suspense flick won
the Academy Award for Best Picture in
. 1940.
Rlchllrd III Laurence Olivier directed
and played the title role in his captivating Interpretation of Shakespeare's
traQedy. Olivier's per10nmance shows
ollnis Incomperable skills as an actor.
John Gielgud, FIalph Richardson and
Claire Bloom also star.

Cinema City
Wos1brook Plaza
85....9116
AlllrMS Ihr~h Thursday; call ahead

lor

frida.;::angeo
IPGI

UncI.

7,9, weekend mall, 3
_ _ H.~ lI.t "I!y CRI
7:15, 9:15
The J(Id8
7:15,9:15, weekend mall all :1S. 3:15

"_1-'"

DooId ...... _Sely IPOI
7. 9, weekend mats at 1. 3
. .ton... IPO.UI
7,9, weekend mats at 1. 3

Evening Star

Schedule subieCt to change
Tontine MaN. Brunswick
729-5486

Do TIM Right Thing CRI
7.9 :1 5

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
Italian Film Sorle.
7 pm, Sm,h Aud1orium. Sils Hall
Ro. . . lllnl".
-Rom. ctttil apertaSap 21
lIo_IIInI'.
- .. Oenenlo dell. lIov... •
Sap 28

C ..nder .nd Cerman Cinema
7 pm, Smllh Auditorium. SlUs Hall
Hung.... Y. .ra - In • Rich a..nd
dlraded ~unJ BrOcknar

Film and Video Club
Smith Auditorium. Slll& Hall

Allc.'. R............

Sap 22. 7::10 and 10 pm
htlntl R• oul
Sop 23, 7::10 and 10 pm

."mo",
'ZT,
pm

Sap
3:30 and 8
Kresge Audtorium. VIsual Arts Cenler

SMALL
ACTS

Clemont. Trio (fiddlers)
Raoul 's, 865 Forest Ave., PorHand.
773-6886.
Tho T.n.m.n, Tho Devil Dog.
and Shotgun (rock) Geno's, 13 brown
St., Portland. 761-2506 .
Rockln' Yibrallon(reggae) Tree Cafe,
45 Danfonh , Portland. 774-1441 .
Tho Bre.kdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland. 714-5246 .
Stovl• •nd tho BI.ckoul. (rockabilly) Angie's, Commercial St, Portland.
The W.v.bre.k... (rock) Old Port
Tavern , 11 Moulton, Ponland. 7740444
Spill 50 (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Ponland. 774-3550.
No R •• I N.lghbo.. (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett, S. Ponland.
767-4627.
Blocky.rd (rock) John Manin's Manor,
700 Main St., S. Portland. 775-5642.
Scott O.kl.y (jazz) Blue Moon, 425
Fore St., Portland. 871-0663.
....mln (acoustic) The Shawmut Inn,
Kennebunkport. 967-3931 .

TUE/SEPTEMBER 26

ACTIVE
CULTURE

SUNDAY+

aunn,. t..k. I. 1I1••ln,
5op2'-26
Sun ill " 9:30
Tue aiD
E .....I.Il• .....,... . CRI
5411>27-30
Wed·Sat a17. 9

SUN/SEPTEMBER 24

v••••,

TOfT1lIe ~:;t5~' PorUand
FiISt matinee on Sal-Sun only
Th. Jleclulg. CRI
1:25,4:10.7:10.9:30
Do the Rght thing IRI
1:15,4:20,7:15, 9:40 ~hrough Sop 21 )
htman (PG-t31
1:20.4:05. 6:50, D:15
Uncle IIuck CPO)
1:10.4:20,7. 0:20
_ d P.... _Sely CPCI
1,4:15. 6:45. 9:15

The Bre.kdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
St.vlo .nd lhe BI.ckoul. (rockabilly) Angie's, Commercial St, Ponland.
The W.vobro.k... (rock) Old Pori
Tavern , 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444 .
Spill 50 (rock) Dry Oock, 84 Commercial, Ponland. 774-3550 .
No Ro.1 Nolghbo.. (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett, S. Ponland.
767-4627.
Blocky.reI (rock) John Martin's Manor,
700 Main St. , S. Portland. 775-5642.
Scott Oakloy Oazz) Blue Moon, 425
Fore St. , Portland. 871-<)663.
.. ••mln (acoustic) The Shawmut Inn,
Kennebunkpon. 967-3931.

SATURDAY+

1:45, 4. 7:05. St30

n.._.I_131

10 Exchange, Portklnd

Tho Pacugo Gene Hackman plays

Free parking. VISA. MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS

Fresh Baked Pies;
Quality is always in style.
Take one home today!

a funny, almost theatrical movie about
conflict between young and old, male
and female, Italians and Blacks, Blacks
and Koreans, people who are comforiable with the status q.JO and those who
want to ovenhrow it The movie takes
~ on one hot day in a black neighcod in Brooklyn, where little things
build into a riot. Amidst the ruthless rap
of Brooklyn, Spike Lee has proven that
doing the right thing is easier said than
done - and that believing that what
you're doing is the right thing is harder
still.
E.Ung Raoul Lovely and nasty comedy about a couple in financial trouble
who stumble upon a uniq.Je way to
bring in extra money: they murder
people they lure in by offering them
sexual favors.
Exqulalto Corpse. is the Maine premiere of the first feature film by the
Venezuelan director Temistocles
Lopez. The movie is about the perversion of a trombone player from Oklahoma in New York City. The comic
thriller is a satire on the urban soene.
L.thlll W . .pon II Danny Glover and
Mel Gibson play two cops flghung South
African drug smugglers. Lots of product placement and politically correct
asides make up the bulk of thiS one.
The movie starts in the beginning 01 a
car chase; plot is someming which
never seems to cross the prOducer's
I mind.

0'

Love AI Pacino and Ellen Barkin
star in Ihis murder Hick. Pacino is a cop
investigating the murder of men who
have been seduced through personal
ads in the paper.
Tumor.nd Hooch Tom Hanks plays
a cop with a dog Both boys work to
bust a drug-smuggling ring and still
have time for a romance

MUSIC
CLUBS
THURSDAY+
T.l M.h.1 (blues) 7and 10pm, Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
..on.... .nd N.llonol Poopl. .
G.ng (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth,
Portland. 774-144 t.
Savoy Trufflo (rock) Moose Alley , 46
Market, Ponland. 774-5246.
The Whigs (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland. 761-2506.
C.rol & The Chllnno .. (rock) Old
PonTavem, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444 .
Acllvo Culluro (reggae) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 PICkell, S. Ponland. 7674627.
Blocky.rd (rock)John Manin's Manor,
700 Main St., S. Portland. 775-5642.

FRIDAY+
Hot Property and Brokon Toy.
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St., PorHand.
761 -2506.
Inspecto.. (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Phl.h (funk) Tree Cafe, 45 Danfonh ,
Portland. 774-1441.

C.... Chenlo, .nd the Red HOi
Loul.l.n. B.nd (zydeco) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
D.nl Tribesmen (reggae) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Scott Ful.om (acoustic) Moose Alley,
46 Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
Th. Nlghillfo. (r&b) Old pon Tavern ,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444 .

WED/SEPTEMBER 27

TUESDAY+
Small Act. (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45
Danfonh, Portland. 774- t 441 .
Tho Spldon (rock) Old Pori Tavern,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.

WEDNESDAY+
Tho W.II ... (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45
Danfonh , Ponland. 774-1441 .
MI. . X.nno Don'I (c&w) Zootz, 31
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187.
The Spiders (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton , Portland. 774-0444 .
Red Llghl R.v_ (r&b) FIaoul's, 865
Forest Ave ., Portland. 773-6886.

DANCING+
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu : house
mu. ic and new music; Fri: Post Modern - all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun : request night; Tue: Hip House - all
ages. 773-8187.

MORE+

Sept. 22 The Island Theater, Peaks Island
Sept. 23 Cumberland Club, Private Party
Sept. 26 Anniversary for Horsefeathers,
Private Party
Sept. 27 Raoul's Dance Party
Sept. 30 Portland Country Club

Oct. 4 Raoul's Dance Party
Oct. 6 Private Party, Andover, Mass.
Oct. 7 Lake Sunapee, N.H., Private Party
Oct. 11 Raoul's Dance Party
Oct. 13-14 Dry Dock
Oct. 14 Aft., Bethel Inn, Private Party

Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's
with the Red light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties fo.. fall &: winter'.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802

THUISEPTEMBER 28

DARK HOLLOW
DANCE! DANCE! DANCE!

I6
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THE WHIGS
withTNB

.'.

..

by Dave Marsh

HOT PROPERTY with
BROKEN TOYS
THE TALISMEN
with THE DEVIL DOGS
from New York City and SHOTGUN
LOOK. THE SIAMESE TRIPLETS
liOR". THE HEADLESS HORSEMEN

THURSDAY+

Sat. 9-30
Fri 10-13

EI :J it.W~: fill a·] ii i!J: I·fliS Iffi.II

AI.x....... String Qu••t.t (classical) Works performed are String Quartet Op. 76, No. 1 by Haydn. String
Quartet No.2 by Janacek, and String
Quartet in D Major, Op. 44, No.1 by
Mendelssohn, 7:30 pm at the Rockport
Opera House, Rockport. TIckets are
$81$4: For more information, call 2362823.
1.ln M.clnto.h (Scottish folk singer)
7:30 pm, Chase Hall Lounge, Bates
College, Lewiston. Admission is $1.

Rock & roll confidential

Freedom and housing

LOOKING
FOR

Friday, September 29th
Saturday, September 30th
Gray's Wharf
Boothbay Harbor

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

.

Congress Street,

I

•

772-3932

Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail __ _
But now all Gold and Diamonds are 25% Off!
• Stereos • 'lVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
Rifles & Hand Guns On Sale 10 - 3..0% OFF
Buy early for hunting season_
Porlland
Store Panasonic
ONLY

While

19" Color 1Vs Like New $195.

Iller
"Ia.,t!

When I'm alonein the car, which was the place
where the radio used to be a brother, there is now
a cassette machine. Sometimes I pile a stack of
tapes in the passenger seat and just take off
aimlessly. That's what I was doing one night last
winter when I reached over and picked up a box
labeled Van Halen. Lee Ballinger has sent it to
me, but I couldn't remember why. Van Halen
didn't have a new album on the way and we
rarely trade bootlegs. But I was on a rainy night
cruise, so I snapped it in and braced myself.
What emerged was an acoustic guitar and an
accordian and then the singer came in, chanting
ina language of which I didn't know a word. The
music was pretty, kind of the way Peter Gabriel's
can be,and thesingingundercutit totally. I let the
tape run, not understanding a syllable of what
the guy was going on about but transfixed anyway. By the time the first verse was over J'dfigure
out the artist and the record: Ciu Jian ("Sway
Jen") and Ado's ''"The Long March for Rock and
Roll."
A few weeks before Pam Yates had written
from China, where she was working somewhere
west of Shanghai on the first Chinese American
feature film coproduction. She'd heard Gu Jian's
music and got excited enough to arrange to make
a music video of a song from his new album.
When Yates next had some time in Beijung, she
shot "No More Disguises" in Tiananmen Square.
The completed video begins in the Square
before dawn, with the street lights on and no
people around. As titles float across the top of the
screen, people begin drifting across the square
like ghosts; only when the music picks up intensity do they become fully substantial. Suddenly,
as Ciu Jian declares ''Your freedom belongs to
heaven and earth/Your courage to you alone"
the camera zooms across the vast empty space of
the square to the giant image of Mao, and then
dissolves to shots of individuals up against a
wall: Soldiers, children, peasants, businessmen,
a Tibetan, a trendy girl with the greatest green
striped gloves you've ever seen. The music explodes and recovers, Ciu Jian bearing down on
every sound, the drums banging a backbeat
supported by synth and rumbling guitar. Then
begins solarized black and white footage of demonstrations, as dreamlike as the video's beginning, interspersed with shots of the band, of
everyday life in the square in full color, of the
saxman on a back street. At the end, a trio of
images spells out the complexity of Ciu Jian's
vision: The amazing guy who faced down the
tank in the square; CiuJian himself, again declaring "My courage belongs to me alone"; people
filling away from the square at the end of a day's
work, isolated,crowded, heads down. ("No More
Disguises" will be the opening film at this fall's
New York Film Festival.")

island country hasn't helped the economy, because Grenada recently issued a $3 Bruce Springsteen stamp. The picture looks like it is from the
Tunnel of Love tour and the stamp is available
from Marlen Stamps, 156 B Middle Neck Rd.,
Great Neck, NY 11021.
• The estate of Randy Rhoads, the Ozzy
Osborne guitarist who was killed in a plain crash
in 1982, has donated $50,000 to establish a scholarship fund for the study of classical guitar at
UCLA.
• The Blues Foundationhasestablished a tollfree number to "answer any and all blues related
questions." Put them to the test at 1-800-7270641.

An appeal
Daniel Wolff writes: For the past two years
I've helped produce benefits for the homeless by
performing artists in New York Gty. Hundreds
of artists involved, thousands of dollars raised:
all very successful. I think of them as failures. Not
only because homelessnesscontinues to increase,
but because we weren't able to make a lasting
link between the artists involved and the homeless themselves. After one of the events, an artist
told me: "I feel better now when I walk down the
street and see someone without a place to sleep."
It struck me as exactly the wrong conclusion.
Not long ago, 1 learned about a convention
that thousands of homeless people are holding in
Washington, D.C. precedingthe0ct0ber7Housing
Now! rally. This meeting will be Oct. 4-5 and
seems like areal chance for the poor and the
homeless to begin to take the battle for housingin
their own hands. And if the history of civil rights
and anti-war movements is any indication, the
people most affected are also those most effective
in working for change.
50 what can we do? A newsletter written by
and for the New York homeless pointed out
recently that the media's coverage of this daily
disaster is allowed to "pick and choose through
their vested interest what voices to give voice to:
what information about the struggle to share and
whatto withhold." I don't want that to happen to
the homeless convention.
Artist can provide a real alternative to the
regular media. Thousands of homeless mapping
out their strategy at a national convention sends
out a potentially powerful message. Artists have
the tools to bring that message to a wider audience in a complex, personal and telling way.
So I'm inviting you to cover the homeless
convention. If you can't get there, I guarantee
there are homeless people in your town who
could use whatever "coverage" you could provide. A song? A video? The only limitations on
the possibilities are the limitations of the imagination.

4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland. 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Froqt Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

uWe buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

ON
MUSIC STAGE
SHOWS

Pop IHe
• Poor countries have always put out celebrity stamps asa way to raise money and Grenada
has been among the most active postal pushers.
Evidently the 1983 U.5. invasion of theCaribbean

TUNES is excerted from Rock & Roll Confidential, where
Davis Marsh gives his monthly disoourses on the politics
of the music industry. Subscriptions are $24 a year from
Box 15052, Long BeRch, CA 90815.

FRIDAY+
Saxophonl.t Ju"u. Hemphill of
the World Saxophone Quartet (jazz)
8:15 pm, Bates College Chapel, lewiston. TICkets are $81$5. For reservations, call 785-6135.
1.ln M.clnto.h (Scottish folk singer)
8 pm, Curtis Little 'rheater, The Chocolate Church, 804 Washington. Bath.
TIckets are $6 in advance, $8 at the
door. For reservations, call 729-3185.
Sch _ _• F ... (folk) Benefit for SI.
Patrick's School at 7:30 pm, McAuley
High School Auditorium, Stewns Aw,
Portland. TIckets are $8, available at
Cumberland Electronics, Tony's Donut Shop and SI. Patrick's School. For
more information, call n2-2521.
Folk Song Sw.p (folk) Regular
monthly meeting for people who like to
sing, play or listen at 7:30 pm at the
Kennebunkport Community House. For
more information, call 985-4343.

SATURDAY+
B ..v. Combo (polka-punk)8 pm, Portland Pertorming Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. TIckets are available at the PPAC box office. 774-0465.
Portl.nd Symphony Orc.... t ••
(classical) 8 pm. James Bowder's
-Fanfare lor a New Season: commissioned for the PSO, Bruch's Violin Concerto No.1 in G Minor (featuring violinist Kyoko Takezawa), Wagner's Prelude to 'Die Meistersinper'" and Prelude
and Liebstod from 'Tn stan and Isolde"
and Strauss·s -TIll Eulenspiegel's Merry
Pranks.' Concert is preceded by a free
concert preview with Toshi~uki
Shimada at 7 pm. Tickets are $22, $18,
$14 and $8 at the PSO box office, 7738191.
St_mboal Trio (jazz) Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
TIckets are $12.50. For more information, call n4-3578.
M.'ne Stst. Choir (gospel) Performance and talk on the history of gospel
music and its importance to the African-American at3 pm on the Campus
Mall (101 Gibson Hall, in case of rain),
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and
open to the public.

TUESDAY+
A LlttI. Lunch Music (classical) Bag
lunchipr&oseason concert preview at
12 noon at the First parish Church
Parish House, 425 Congress St., Portland. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 761-1522.
Vlollnl.t E".. Strau.-Bow...
(classical) W~s by Bach, Beethoven
and Schubert at 12 noon, in the Olin
Arts Center Concert hall, Bates College, Lewiston. Free and open to the
public.
S.nlo. R.clt.1 (classical) Kelly
Bickford, bassoon, performs at 8 pm,
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham .
Free and open to the public.

UPCOMING+
PI.nl.t Ev. Vl..lk (classical) Sep 28,
7:30 pm, Walker Art BUilding, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Works by Schumann, Ravel and Scriabin. Free and
open to the public.
St.t. St...t T ..dltlon.1 J.zz
Bsnd (New Orleans jazz) Benefit for
the Mame Audubon Society Sep 29,
8:30 pm at the State Street Church,
State St., Portland. Donation is $5.
B_thov.n .nd Amowltt (classical) Pianist Michael Arnowitt performs
three of Beethoven's sonatas which
Amowitt is pertorming chronOlogically
Sep 29, 8 pm in st. Luke's Cathedra,
143 State St., Portland. TIckets are $81
$6, available at Amadeus Music or by
calling 871-8023.

A Funny Thing H.pp.ned on t ...
W.y to the Fonom Steven Sondheim's musical through Oct 23 at the
OgunqJit Square Theater in Ogunquit.
Showtime is 8 pm. For more information, call 646-5151.
Th. Lion In Wlnt•• James Goldman's
comedy about King Henry of England,
his Queen, his mistress and his three
sons under one rooflo celebrate Christmas Sep 21-23, 28-30 at 8 pm at the
Thomas Inn & Playhouse, RI. 302,
South Casco. Tickets are $101$8. For
reservations, call 655-3281.
A Coupl. of Whit. Chicks Sitting
Around T.lklng Comedy presented
by the Boothbay Summer Theater,
Boothbay Harbor. Performances are
Fri-Sat at 8 pm through Oct 8. Tickets
are $11.50-$15. For more information,
call 633-6186.
B . . .f_t In t ... P.rk by Neil Simon
pertormed by the Embassy Players
Sap 21-Oct 8 at the Schoolhouse Arts
Center, Rts. 35 and 114, Sebago Lake.
Pertormances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Sunat2. TIckets are $10/$6. For more
information, call 642-3743.
T ....t .. of MI.... & D.nc. Tony
Montanaro and Karen Hurll pertorm
Sep 22. 8 pm at the Portland Pertorming Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. TIckets are $101$8. For ticket information, call n4-0465.
Tom DeLuc. blends comedy and
-Imaginism- in a performance Sep 23,
8:30 pm in Kresge Auditorium, Visual
Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. TICkets are $4. Tickets are
available at the Events Office, Moulton
Union.
Squ.t. Local playwright Martin Jones'
play about homelessness in Maine is
performed by the Mad Horse Theatre
Company Sep 28-Oct 22. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 7
pm at the company·s new theater at
955 Forest Ave, Portland. Tickets are
$10-$14. For more information, call
797-3338.
Go... The Soyikwa Institute of African
Theatre on tour from South Africa performs a musical tale of a young dancer
who realtzes her African identity through
the wisdom of an elderly spiritual healer
Sep ·29-30, 8 pm in Gannett Theater,
Pettigrew Hall, Bates College, lewiston. Tickets are $51$3. For reservations. call 786-6161.
Fred "The Inflst.bl. M.n" G.rbo
.nd Randy Judkln. pertorm mime,
juggling, magic and circus feats Sep
30, 7:30 pm at the Waldo Theater in
Waldoboro. TIcketsare$10inadvance,
$5 for children under 17. For more information, call 832-6373.
PI.c_l Auditions for Hank Beebe's
comical spoof on community theatre
will be held Sep 24-25, 7 pm at the
Schoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago
Lake. There are 22 roles for people
ranging in age from the late teens to the
earfy 60s. The show is scheduled Nov
2-19. For more information, call 6423743 or 773-1648.

S.squlc.nt.nnl.1 Cel.b•• tlon
sponsored by the New Gloucester
Historical Society Sep 24, 2 pm at the
Universalist Meeting House, Rt. 231,
New Gloucester. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 9264469.
a.ttl. of D_ring Oaks The 300th
anniversary of the largest battle between Indians and Whites ever fought
on Maine soil will be celebrated Sap
30, 10 am at the newly restored battle
marker in Deering Oaks Paril, Portland. State Representative Herb Adams
will give a description of the battle and
representatives of Maine's Penobscot
and Passamaquoddy tribes will make
a presentation. The 19th century battle
mariler, which has been restored by
the Parkside Neighborhood Association, will be unvei led. The ceremony is
free and open to the public.
Auction Msl_ i-A Sep 30 at the
First Parish Congregational Church in
Saco. Preview 6-7 pm; silent auction at
7 pm; live auction at 8 pm. Admission is
$2, including door pnzes. desert and
beverages.
Pe.c.w.lk '8910-kilometerfundraising walk based in 15 Maine communities Oct 1, 1 pm. Monies raised will help
the Maine Peace Campaign's efforts
on arms control and non-interventionist foreign policy and in p'articular an
effort to ban cruise miSSile testing in
Maine, resettling a village in EI Salvador and a third portion, designated by
the walker, will go toward groups that
are woriling for a variety of human
needs efforts. For more information on
IocaJ walks: Portland, 772-0266; Brunswick/Bath, 729-8104; Biddeford,Saco,
284-9219; Yarmouth/Freeport, 8465194; or statewide 773-1782.

Authentic Greek Pizzeria
Call ahead Jor Jaster service

797-9030

H 0 USE
Dine In or
Take Out

Soper'. or... TI...... perform on fiddle,

accordion, piano and string bass Sep
22,8 pm, followed by contra-, squareand circle-daricing taught and called
by Dan Pearl of Boston in Chase Hall
Lounge, Bates College, Lewiston.
Admission is $4. For more information,
call 786-6330.
T ... Nutcrack•• Portland Ballet Company is holding auditions Sep 23 at
their studios, 341 Cumberland Ave.,
Portland. Characlerauditions for adults,
1-1 :30 pm; Ballet, adults and children
(at least 8 years old), 1:30-2:15 pm;
Advanced Pointe Dancers, 2:15-3 pm.
Pertormances of 'The Nutcracker" will
be at Biddeford's City Theater Dec 117. For more information, call 7729671.
c..co Bsy Clogg... begin a new
session of classes Sep 24, 6:30-8 at
the School of American Dance, 17
Bishop St., Portland (892-8005); Sep
27, 7-8:30 pm at Lon9fellow School in
Brunswick (725-4048); Sap 25, 7-8:30
at the School of American Dance, Rt.
302. N. Windham (892-8005).
Th. Body L.nguage D.nc...
Benefit pertormance for the Maine
Center on Deafness Sap 30, 8 pm at
the Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave., Portland. The dancers developed "Signdance: a style of
dancing that uses sign language for
the hearing impaired. Tickets are $20,
available by calling 761-2533 or 7813294.

N.ncy M.rgo". G.II.ry, 367 Fore
St., Portland. 'Chicago: New Art
Forms,' 20th century decorative and
applied arts by Ronald Baron, Raymon
Elouza, Jeff Perrone, Rand Schiltz,
Peggy Steinway and Patti Warashina
Sep 22-24. 775-3822.
USM Gorh.m Art G.".ry -Prints"
includes work from the collection of
Maurine and Robert Rothchild, prints
published by USM, and works printed
by Thomas Black and Richard Wilson
Oct 1-19. Opening reception Sap 28, 4
pm. Hours: Sun-Thu 12-4 pm. 7805409.
D.nforth St ...t G.II.ry, 34 Danforth, Portland. -Ripening and Decay:
paintings and photography by 15 artIStS and an original piano composition
on the exhibit by ShelWin Day. Opening reception Sap 29. 5-9 pm. Exhibit
continues through Oct 13. Hours: Tu&o
Sat 11 am-5 pm. n2-6245.

MORE+

P I Z Z A

F

1373 Washington Avenue
Portland

Open Daily

11:00 to 10:00

CALI.ING
DR_Y

ity... Although there have been many
cases in high school and collcge
football down through the years
where a team has scored as many as
100 points in one
game, did you know
that NO pro team in
the National or American leagues has ever
been able to do itL.As
a matter of fact, none
hascomeclose ... Most
points ever scored in
one game by an Nfl.
or Afl. team arc 73 ...
That record was set
by the Chicago Bears in 1940... It
does seem odd, doesn't it, that with
all the scoring power of the big
league pro football teams, none has
ever reached close to 100 points in
any game in their entire history.
Mkhelob Dey says -lllke being

called Dc.Y! I bring cefreshing

pleasure to those who try me. Do
you know which horse in history
has won the most money raciog ...
Answer is Kelso ... He holds the alltime record bywinning $1,977,896...
He made all that in jUst
63 races, so it turned out
that he made an average
of over $30,000 each time
he stepped on the turf for
a race. After you drink

Michelob Dey - you
will find no aftertaste.

I start cold, I finJsh
clean and I cefresh
completely.Did you
know that when the first
U.S. Open golf tournament was
played, in 1895, officials could find
only 11 golfers in the entire nation to
enter the tourney!. .. A 19-year old

assistant pro, Horace Rawlins, won

-

the first U.S. Open. Beer is a good
pact of the good life - Drink re-

sponsibly!

Freeport's

Bicentennial
celebration!

GALA ON THE
WALL
OPENING+

Downtown Work •• App ..cl.tlon
D.y Free coffee from Green Mountain, a Portland Press Herald and a
Port Bakehouse Danish will be given to
the first 1,000 downtown worilers who
stop by the tables in MonumentSquare,
Tommy's Paril and Congress Square
Sep 21, 7-10 am. People will be invited
to register to win one of three -Best
Weekend in Maine- prizes. The day is
sponsored by the Intown Portland Exchange, a downtown buSiness organization dedicated to enhancing the
economic environment and quality of
life in intown Portland .
F.II F•• hlon Show presented by the
Women's Council of Realtors with total
Impressions, Dino International Furs
and Kathryn's and Parrots, and special
guest commentator Neila Smith Sep
21, 5-8 pm at the Italian Heritage Center.
TIckets are $10. For more information ,
call n5-5876 or 799-150 1.
Mslne HI.toric.1 Socl.ty Auction
The ?Uclion features a wide variety of
outstanding antiques, services, and collectables to benefit the historical society Sep 22, '7J'm (preview 3:30-4:30
pm, social an solent auction 5:30-7
pm) at Sprague Hall, Rt. 77, Cape
Elizabeth. For more information, call
772-1822.
Sp.ghettl Din..." sponsored by USM
Student nurses Sep 23, 4:30-6:30 pm
at the United Methodist Church, Rt. 1,
Dunstan Corner, Scarborough. Admission is $4.50 for adults, $2.50 for children under 12.

o

Dc. Y says! Here's a football odd-
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in Saco at
Available for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.
Call: 774-4349 or 767-0873
Sept22-23

PRIVATE PARTIES
Sept. 29-30
PRIVATE PARTIES
FI 1.1. SIZE
U :Xl In EYI'EIlT\l I" U:'T

Aquaboggin Water Slides
Getty Mart
Bill O'Neil's
House of Rock & Roll
Van Heusen Factory Outlet
Maine Aquarium
Funtown USA
Mobile Store & Gas
Saco Shop 'N Save
TCBY
Norge Village
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WbyWeight?
Fall is here, school is open, and now it's
time for you to sign up, slim down & save!

SIX
WEEKS
$25

offer
good thru
10-7-89

Common Ground Country Fair
You might want to stop for
coffee on your way to the Common Ground Country Fairbecause there won't be a drop of
caffeine (or a bite of chocolate)
anywhere on the fair grounds.
The fair is an annual celebra·
tionof traditional lifestyles and
healthy living. The Maine Or·
ganic Farmers and Gardeners
Association's annual bash is
being held Sept. 22-24 at the
Windsor fairgrounds, east of
Augusta on Route 32.
The fair offers Maine-flavored entertainment, farming
and gardening demonstrations, activities for children,

Friday
••• m.

11 •• m.

Opening ceremonies with Ssipsis, a
Penobscot poet and artist (Sunflower Commons)

9:30 ••m.

African Dance and Drumming
(Schoolhouse)
.

10 •

.In,

Amazing Lulu, mime
(Children's Area)

11.,m.

LUNCH DNNER
$3.95

$5.95

3 p.m. to 10 p.m.

11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

& Sun. 12-9 p.m.

- - - - - FEATURING our #1 Seller - - - - -

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
(CHOICE OF SALAD OR PASTA)
Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
Good through September

One Danforth Street, Portland • 772-0873

Sonnts Service Station Museum,
narrative tours of Sonny's life
through the remnants of a 19605
service station (Growth Stage)

12 noon
Mercer Bog String Band
(Maine Stage)
12:30 p,m.
Energy Options & Conservation
(Schoolhouse)
1 p.m.
Wine Making Demonstration by The
Purple Foot
(Agricultural Demo Tent)
1:30 p.m.
Juggling Workshop with Rick
Adains (Children's Area)
2p.m.
Vegetable Culture - Questions and
Answers (Agricultural Demo Tent)
3 p.m.
Blue Hill Brass Band (Maine Stage)
Acupuncture and the Laws of
Nature (Whole Ufe Tent)
6:45 p.m.
Evening Entertainment with Cathie
Stebbins and Loose Ends, Ed
Morris, Different Shoes
(Maine Stage)

Saturday

~.

•••m.
Goat Show (Show Barn)

.:30 •• m.
Youth Horse Show (Show Ring)

10 •• m,

Agriculture in Central America
(Schoolhouse)
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SWlF€HING rrO'€OMPAcr DISC ?
Sound Al[erna[ives, Ponland's newest music SlOre wants [0
make [he switch easier. We'll pay you $ for [hose old
albums and offer you a greal selection of low priced CDs.
A[ last there is an alternative!

MORE

ON THE WALL
AROUND TOWN+
Portl.nd Mila• ..,. of Art Seven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday even ings, 5-9. Andrew Wyeth
in Maine: Solections from the Holly and
Anhur Magill Collection, an exhibit of
over 60 drawings and watercolors
(through Sep 24); Perspectives:
Celeste Roberge. (through Oct 8); Wa·
tercolorsby Amencan Masters (through
Oct 15); Japanese Prints, landscapes,
figures and abstract images (through
Nov 12). 775~148.
a.mdoff
26 Free St., Port·
land. William Manning: Aurora and
Temple Sories through Sop 30. Also at
the gallery, a selection of 19th and
earty 20th century an. Hours: Mon·Fri
10 am·5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
a.yvt.w G.IIe", 75 Market SI., Port·
land. New paintings by Scoll Moore
through Sop 30. Tue·Sat 10 am-6 pm.
773-3007.
Bruno'., 33lndiaSt" Portland. Ras·Cul
Collages by H.w. Andrews III from Sop
18.
C.f. Alw.,., 47 Middle SI., Portland.
Constructions by Daniel McCusker and
photographs by John Kramer on view
through Sop. 174-9399.
De.n Velent9ll. G.II.", 60 Hamp·
shire St., Portland. 'Duty, Pleasure and
Nature,' new work by Greg Parker
through Oct 15. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm,
Sat-Sun 12-5 pm. 772-2042.
EI MI ... dor, 50 Wharf SI., Portland.
Salazar's Maxico works on paper are
on the walls . Sales will benefit Danforth
Street Gallery, a non-profit alternative
art space at 34 Danforth SI. For more
information, call 775-6245.
Ev. . . 0.11.", 7 Pleasant St., Portland. Eliot Porter's portfolios 'Trees'
and 'Certain Passages' are on exhibit
through Oct 7. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am6 pm (Thu until 9). 879-0042.
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cooking demonstrations and
workshops on spiritual wellbeing,
This year's keynote speaker
is Jim Hightower, the Texas
Commissioner of Agriculture
who has promoted sustainable
and diversified agriculture in
Texas.
Admission is $4 for adults
and $2 for children, seniors
and MOFGAmembers. (Children, seniors and MOFGA
members are admitted free on
Friday.)
Some of the highlights from
this year's fair schedule are
listed below.

Maine St., Brunswick. New workS by
John Muench through Sop 24. Hours:
Mon·Sat 10:30 am-5 pm. 725·4191.
O'F......II G.".", 46 MaineSt., Brun·
swic!<. New paintings by Ruthanne
Hamson through Oct 28. 729-8228.
Thom.. M ....orI.1 Libra" Scott
Dy.er.Rd., Cape Elizabeth . PhotChemic
pamUngs by L. Murray Jamison through
Oct 14. Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri-Sat 9
am·5 pm, Tue, Thu 9 am·9 pm. 799·
1720.

OFF THE
WALL

Drum M.klng Workshop Primal
Sound Journey presents a weekend
workshop with Northeast Coast primal
Instrument maker Deborah Sparks.
Participants will engage in the creative
process and create a Plains style Indian drum by the conclusion of the
workshop. Sop 22-24. For more infor·
mation, call 985-4306.
Modem J.p.,..s. PrInt. The collector, Mrs. John Rich, gives a gallery
talk on the exhibit currently on the walls
at the Portland Museum of Art Sep 21
5:15 pm and Sop 22, 12:30 pm at the
PMA, Cor)qress SQuare. Portland. Talk
IS free with museum admission. For
more information, call 775-6148.
Art .nd Socl.1 R••pon.lblllty
Painter Mary Bernstein will lead a discussion fOCUsing on an, social responslblhty, and the balance and conflicts
•••m.
between the two Sop 22, 7:30 pm at the
Spiritual Celebration: Ancient Circle
Union of Maine Visual Artists Building
Dances and a service patterned
at the Maine Writer's Center, 190
after a Friends meeting (Whole Life
Mason St., Brunswick. Free and open
Tent)
to the public.
10 • .In.
Ch.rl.. Thompson'. "Monn.
How Clean? Examining the Ethics
V.nn." is the subject of a gallery talk
of Organic Agriculture
beinQ .given by Larry Lutchmanslngh,
(Schoolhouse)
associate professor of art Sop 24, 3 pm
11 • .In.
at tr.t Walker Art Building, Bowdoin
Human Juke Box (Gazebo Area)
Colldge of Art, Brunswick. Free and
12 noon
Ope" to the public. For more informa·
Sandy River Ramblers
tion . call 725-3275.
(Maine Stage)
Expnrlrnent.1 Films Will Hindle's
1 p.m.
'Watersmith,' a dassic of American
Vegetables form the Sea
experimental film, was described by
(Country Kitchen Demo)
Vir.cent Camby as "beautiful abstract
2 p.m.
pattern of lines of energy, A kind of ode
Flute Workshop (Children's Area)
to physical grace. ' Also being shown
Manure Pitch-Olf
are selections from the Filmers Alma(Small Grandstand)
nac, 16 1112 hours of Super-S film
Sheep Shearing Contest
made by 112 filmmakers from the
(Outside Show bam)
Americas, Europe and Japan. Films
5:30 p.m.
are being shown Sop 25, 8 pm at the
Closing Parade & Cirde Dance
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland.
Ent.rlng the M.ln.t....m: Women
Sculpto.. In the 20th C.ntu"
Ann Sutherland Harris, professor of art
history at the University of Pittsburgh,
speaks Sop 26, 7:30 pm in Kresge
Auditorium, Visual Arts Center, Bow·
doin College. Brunswick. Free and open
to the public.
G ....t AtI.ntlc Tour .nd T .. v.l,
R.ku Workshop on an old Japanese
981 Forest Ave., Portland. Porcelain
clay firing technique Sep 2S, 6-9 pm
works by poller Carol GriHith from
and Oct 8, 12-4 pm at the Center for
Thomaston during Sop. Hours: MonNative Art, Rt. 1 in Woolwich. For more
Fri 9 am·5:30 pm.
information, call 442-8399.
J_n Whit,.., p.,.on C.II." of
Art, Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Art of the Stran~. Unu.... 1 .nd
Occult is the subject of Weird and
Ave., Portland. Mixed media works by
Wonderful Art show Oct 20-Nov 4 at
Judith Nelson through Oct 29. Hours:
The Center for The Arts, 804 WashingTue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9), Satton, Bath. Entries in any medium for
Sun 1-5 pm. 797·9546.
this juried exhibit will be accepted Oct
M.I,.. Po"_ M.rk.t, 376 Fore
10, 10 am-4 pm . A maximum of three
SI., Portland. Group display of potters
entries may be submitted. For more
in the cooperative through Sop 26.
information , call 442-8455.
Hours : Sun-Wed 10 am-6 pm, Thu·Sat P.p.tmllklng Workshop Learn to
10 am·9 pm . 774-.1633.
make handmade paper and explore
Portl.nd Public Llltra", Monument
elements of coHage Oct 1, 9 am·4 pm,
Square, Portland. Recent abstract
20 Danforth Street Studio, Portland.
paintings by Janice May Scott through
Cost is $65, induding materials. For
Sop 29. Hours : Mon, Wed and Fri 9
more information, contact Libby Lyam~ pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm and
man at 761-2500.
Sat 9 am·5 pm . 871-1700.
M.I,.. Arts Convnl. .lon IMtltuPortl.nd School of Art, Baxter Gal·
tlonel Support Program gives
lery, 619 Congress St., Portland. Stu·
grants to fund arts programs and proj·
dent Show through Oct 14. Hours: Mon·
ects in non-profit organizations stateFri 10 am·5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun
wide. Deadine is Oct 2. Guidelines
11-4 pm. 775-5152.
and application forms are available by
Right B.nque C.f., 225 Federal,
contacting the Maine Arts Commis·
Portland. Works by Peter Herley
sion, State House Station '25, Authrough mid-October. 774-3074.
gusta, 04333. 289·2724.
Unlv...It, of Southem M.lne
St....t C.U." In PortAREA Gallery, Campus Center. The D.nforth
"nd, a non-profit alternative gallery,
Art of Revolution: Political Poster An
invites artists 60 and over to submit
from Latin America through Sop 22;
work for a juried thematic exhibition
'Southem Exposure,' exhibit 01 tex·
tided 'The Essence of Maine.' Juror
tiles. wood carvings, ceramic vessels
Martin Dibner will select winners for
and figures from Guatemala, Ecuador,
both professional and amateur catego·
Mexico, Brazil and other Latin Ameri·
ries. Work must be delivered by Nov 3.
can countries Sep 25-Oct 27. Hours:
For details send self·addressed
Mon-Sat 10 am-l0 pm. Sun 12-5 pm .
stamped envelope to 'Essence of
780-4090.
Maine" c/o Danforth Street Gallery, 34
Danforth St., Portland, 04101, Atten·
tion Helen Rivas.
The Common Cround Count" F.lr
is looking for a design to become the
1990 postOf'. Artists may submit one or
Attorn., G.n.r.I'. C.II.r,
two designs by Nov. 1 on any theme reSp.c., State Office Building, 6th floor,
lating to agriculture. The selected
Augusta. Prints by Robert Shetterly
design will be usad for the 1990 fair
through Sop 29. 299-2724.
poster and t·shirt. Irs important that the
Bowdoin Co".ge M ......,. of Art,
style be a appropriate for silk·sCl'eenBrunswick. Carol Plyant: Paintings
ing, which requires a minimum of blendthrough Oct 1. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 aming anellor shading. Pastels and water8pm, Sun 2·5 pm. 725-3275.
colors are not appropriate. SubmisThe Cent.r for tutlv. Art, RI. I,
sions will be iuried and the selected
Woolwich. Native American art 442artist will necetve a $500 honorarium.
8399.
For more information, contact the
EI_nt.
56 MaineSI., Brun·
Common Gr.ound Fair, PO Box 2176,
swick. Ceramic sculptures by Sharon
Augusta, ME 04338 or phone 623Townshend and tapestry rugs by Mor5115.
ris David Donenfeld are on exhibit
through Nov 3. Hours : Tue-Sat 10 am6 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 729-1108.
Keynote Address by Jim Hightower
(Maine Stage)
1:30 p.m.
Fiddle Contest (Maine Stage)
3 p.m.
Earth Walk with herbalist
Barbara Robidoux
(meet at Agricultural Demo Tent)
4p.m,
New Forest Practice Legislation &
the Small Woodlot Owner
(Agricultural Demo Tent)
7 p.m.
Saturday Night Livel Entertainment
by Jackson Gillman, Randy
JUdkins, David Neufeld and Hot
Shots (Maine Tent)

Sunday

OUT OF TOWN+

c.".",

MORE+

SENSE

PhotoJo_II8III: A CrltI_1 Per.ectlv. Michael Kienitz, photojournalist and free-lance . photographer,
speaks Sep 21, 4 pm In Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Br.unswick. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
725-3151.
Poet" ....dlng by D.vld W.lk.r
Sop 21, 8 pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress, Portland. For
more information, call 761·3930.
The Southem M.I,.. Whol. ungullge Support Croup Peg Hillman speaks on relating math and lit·
erature Sop 21,4-5:30 pm (followed by
a covered dish supper at 5:30) at the
Wilson School, Cumberland.
Portl.nd Writ ... N.twork Informal
discussion of reference materials for
the writer Sop 21 , 7:30 pm in the Public
Safety Building, 109 Middle St., Port·
land. Maurice Hunter will lead the discussion and will bring his extensive
reference library for browsing. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 773-0847 or 871-0466.
W ••t. M.negernent 1. ._
.nd
How Cltlz.... Cen P.rtlclp.8t.
In Decl.lon M.k1ng JeNney Thaler,
attorney specializing in environmental
law speaks at a forum sponsored by
the Portland Area League of Women
Voters Sop 21, 7 pm at the Holiday Inn
88 Spring St, Portland. Forum is free
and open to the public, but reservations are needed for achair, 774-3289.
Crul. . MI. ." . . Admiral Eugene J.
Carroll will make a presentabon 'To
Cruise or Not to Cruise - That is the
Maine Question' Sop 21, 7:30 pm at
the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St., Bath. Opposing views will be
given by Alexander Schnee from the
National Institute for Public Policy. For
more information, call 772-0680.
Bhut.n: The Dragon Kingdom Slide
show on Himalayan countries given by
Davis Bloom Sop 21, 7 pm at the
Saxena Art Gallery, 27 Wharf SI.,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 761-{)303.
He.t In He.lth. C.ncler .nd Wor.hlp Among the T.mll. of South
Indl • • nd Sri unk. Anthropologist
Dennis McGilvray speaks Sop 22, 3
pm in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 725-3151 .
Fernlnl.t Splrlt ...1 Community
holds a ritual and introduction Sep 22,
7: 30 pm at the YWCA, Spring St.,
Portland. Members of the FSC will
create a participatory ritual concerning
personal and social change. For more
Information, call 871-0618.
a.ck to the Futu...: A Populist
P.rspectlv. Jim Hightower, Texas
Commissioner of Agriculture, discusses
alternative agriculture, organic farm·
ing, etc. as he believes it should apply
to the food policy if the U.S. Sop 22, 7
pm in Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Free and open to
the public.
1.I.nd Joum." R.n.wlng Our
VI.lo ... for E.rth is the theme of the
New England Environmental Educa·
tion Alliance Annual Conference Sop
22-24 on Hurricane Island, Penobscot
Bay. Workshops and ~eneral sessions
will focus on heightening awareness of
the natural world and clarifying personal goals to enable effective environmental education leadership. For
more information, call Cindy Krum at
774-2441.
C ....tlng. T.rr.rlurn Workshop Sop
23, 9:30 am-12:30 pm at Maine
Audubon Society's Gilsland Farm
Sanctuary in Freeport. For more infor·
mation, call 781-2330.
The Enduring R.I.v.nc. of the
Bill of Right. Symposium with a dis·
tirljluished panel induding political
SCIentist Nadine Strossen, syndicated
columnist Jeffrey Hart, and Mark
Kessler, assistant professor of political
science at Bates Sop 23, lOam in the
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates
College, Lewiston. Free and open to
the public.
Silk• •nd T . . . .I. In th. Grand
Hot.1 St,I.: The Draped .nd
Uphol.tered Int.rlo .. of Vlcto... M ....loMArlene Palmer Schwind
and Laura Sprague of the Victoria
Society will com pane the interior of
Victoria Mansion to that of 19th century
grand hotels Sop 24, 3 pm at the Port·
land Museum of Art, Congress Square,
Portland. For more information, call
775-6148 .
The Destruction of the AI . .bn
R.ln Fo.... t.: FI.. t the W.ter.
Now the Wood. Lecture and video
hosted by the Maine Group of the Sierra Club Sop 25, 7 pm at the Public
Safety Building, 109 Middle SI., Portland. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 389- \796.
The Futu ... of South Afrlc.: Th.
P.llng of Ap.rth.ld Senti
Thovejane, an official wi th the African
National Congress, speaks Sop 25, 7
pm In the OilnArts CenterConcenHall
Bates College, Lewiston . Free and open
to the public.
John W.,n •• Soc..II.m. Androg.
yn" The VI.t_m Exporl.nc.
Evan Carton, department of English at
the University of Texas in Austin,
speaks Sop 25, 7 pm In Beam Classroom, Visual Arts CentOf', Bowdoin
College, Br.unswick. Free and open to
the public.

Coastweek
Coastweek is a week-long
celebration of the coast, featuring coastal clean ups and
special educational programs.
For information on the local
clean-ups, see the Calendar.
Special programs in the
Greater Portland area are as
follows:
• Ferry Beach State Park in
Saco offers nature walks led
by experienced staff for adults
and schoolchildren Sep 25-29
(283-0067).
• Art and Archeology of
Coastal Maine. Lecture on
maritime art and archeology
at Sep 27,7:30 p,m, in 44 Payson
Smith Hall, USM Portland
(780-4920).
• Public Forum on Water
Quality Issues for Maquoitand
Middle Bay, Casco Bay and
Merrymeeting Bay. Public Information forum with speakers from the Department of
Environmental Protection, the
Conservation Law Foundation
and Friends of Casco Bay, addressing both fresh and coastal
water quality issues Sep27, 14 pm at Bowdoin College (7749891 or 622-7146),
• Ecology program for children at the Maine Aquarium
in Saco offers slide shows on
slide shows and tidepools
along with other activities Sep
27, 11:30 am-4 pm (284-4512).
• Maine Historical Society
offers a tour of the society's li-

Comput.r Prof.s.lo_l. for Socl.1 R .... o ...lbllit' meet Sop 25,
5:30 pm at PRVTC, Room 340, 196
Allen Ave., Portland. This meeting's
topic is 'Computers, Ethics and Educa·
tion.' For more information on CPSR,
call Kent Gordon at 797-3324,
Project Your P _ _ I B •• tAmeri·
can Institute of Banking i~ sponsoring a
public seminar with image/color con·
sultant Deborah Bacharach Sep 25 ,
6:30-9:30 pm atSMVTi. Sominar fee is
$25. Registration deadline is Sop 22.
For more information, call 774-7842.
otcI Fl....... Unfurling Ojar Kainins, public relations director of the
American Latvian Association and an
exr:n on Latvian and Soviet Affairs
wil give his views on the liberation
movements within the Soviet Union
Sop 25, 7:30 pm in USM Portland
Camous Center. Admission is $5 for
the public, $3 for Worfd AHairs Council
members, $1 for students. For more
information, call 780-4551.
Cello E ...embl. Music of various
styles will be played and studied Tues·
days at 7 pm in the choir room of the
Immanual Baptist Church, beginning
Sop 26. Students, amateurs and pro·
fessional cellists are welcome. The
series will culminate in a public performance of the entire cello orchestra.
For more information, call 775-C578 or
761-4639.
The Lew: A .Jungl.n Perspectlv.
William F. Furber, attorney, speaks at
the weekly Jung Seminar Sop 26, 4 pm
in the Faculty Room, Massachusetts
Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free
and open to the public.
SocI.1 Inv. .tlng for the '80. .nd
a.,ond is the topic of an investment
seminar sponsored by the Maine Socurities Corp Sop 26, 5:30-8 :45 pm in
303 Payson Smith Hall, USM Portland.
For reservations or more information ,
call 775-C800.
ERectiv. Strat.gl •• for Pe..o_1
S.f.t, .nd S.1f Def..... is the
topic of the Business Women's Network of Maine monthly meeting Sop
27, 6 pm at the Ramada Inn, Congress
St., Portland. Membership is open to
all women interested in making personal and professional contacts. For
more information and reservations
'
contact Kim Kalicky at 773-3821.
Llt.ra" Lunch Rep. Neil Poide speaks
on 'Does Politics Mix with Writing?"
Sop 27, 12:30 pm at the Kennebunk·
port Community House. Bringyourown
lunch ; dessert and beverages will be
provided. $2 donation benefits River
Tree Arts and the friends of Gr.aves
Mamorial Ubrary. For more informa·
tion, call 985·4343.
K.nnebunk Writ... CroUp All writ·
ers, published or unpublished, are wei·
come Sop 27, 7 pm at the Kennebunk
Free Library. For more information, call
985-4343.
T.xts Thllt M.tter Discussion led by
Sandra Brunk. who will discuss Aes·
chylus' 'Agamemnon.' and USM pro·
fessor Gloria Duclos, whose topic will
be the 'Aeneid' Sop 27, 7 pm in 503
Luther Bonney Hall, USM Portland.
Free and open to the public. For mone
information, call 780-4330.

brary to introduce historical
references on coastal development and maritime economy
Sep 27 at 12 noon and Sep 28 at
5:30 pm (774-1822).
• Seafaring Art. Gallery talk
and tour through the museum,
focusing on marine-related art
pieces Sep 27 and 29,12:30 pm
atthe Portland Museumof Art
(775-6148).
• Portland Waterfront Tour.
Department of Resources will
give two toUTS from the Spring
Point Marina in South Portland Sep 29,10 am-2 pm (2892291 or 799-3380).
• Sea Creatures. Hands-on
presentation with tidal animals
and the creation of seaweed
prints Sep 30, 10 am at the
Children's Museum in Portland (797-5483).
• Low Tide Walk. Guided
walk examining the adaptations and feeding behavior of
intertidal plants and animals
Sep30,11:30amatKettleCove
in Cape Elizabeth (772-2321).
• The Friends of Casco Bay
offer a day-long conference on
marinewaterqualityonCasco
Bay, including workshops and
a field trip on the bay Sep 30,
8:30 am at the USM Campus
Center (774-4627).
• The Shore Tour. Guided
nature walkforadultsand children Oct 1, 2 pm at Wolf Neck
Woods State Park in Freeport
(865-4465).

Po.try

R •• dlng
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Dressing for business
doesn't have to mean
forgetting fashion,
At least, not with

_1¢A\i!ti1 I_
clothing. A selection of
separates designed with
a little bit of something
from menswear, but
with a decidedly
feminine point of
view...city dressing with
the comfort of country,
available in a variety of
scrumptious shapes
and shades.
Only at Amaryllis.

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

Andr.1

Cod....cu. National Radio commentator and poet, Sop 28, 7 pm at Raffles
Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congness, Port·
land. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 761·3930.
M.n, Volc. .: Cens ....hlp 1•• _
In M.lne Discussion to celebrate free
speech with panelists William Coogan,
political science department at USM;
Deborah Locke, librarian at Westbrook
High School and Mark Somer, managing director of Portland Stage Com·
pany. Jim Brunelle, columnist for the
Portland Press Herald, is the modera·
tor. Sponsored by the Maine Civil liberties Union and the Portland Public
Library Sep 28, 7 pm at the Portland
Public Library. For more information,
call 774-5444.
C_loglc.1 COMld.... t l _ for
W ••t. DI.......I .nd W.t.r Sup.
pII•• John Williams, director of the
hydrogeology division of the Maine
Geologic Survey, speaks as part of the
series 'The Changmg Face of Maine :
Environmental Issues and Problems in
the Geosciences' Sop 28, 8 pm in 113
Carnegie Science Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston . Free and open to the public.
T ...kklng Through K.slvnlr .nd
ud.kh Slide show on Himalayan
countries given by Sanjay Saxena Sop
28, 7 pm at the Saxena Art Gallery, 27
Wharf SI., Portland. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
761-C303.
South Africa: The Plight of the
BI.ck Worn.n .nd the Role of
Artl.t Panel discussion with a panel
of South African actors from the cast of
'Goree; representatives from the
Maine Project on Southem Africa and
Bates theater director Buddy Butler.
Panel moderated by the chair of the
Maine Rainbow Coalition Brenda
Humphrey. Panel discussion is Sop
28, 7:30 pm in Chase Hall Lounge,
Bates College, Lewiston Freeandopen
to the public.
H_n-Pow.red Flight Jean.Joseph Cote, an aeronautical engineer
from MIT discusses the Daedalus
Project, which produced a world distance record for human·powered Hight
Sop 29, 4 pm in 113 Carn9\lie Science
Hall. Bates College, LeWiston. Free
and open to the public.
The SubJect of Autoblog .. ph,
Talks and panel discussions by nation·
ally recognized scholars examine the
art of autobiography Sop 29-Oct 1 at
the Sonesta Hotel in Portland . Regis·
tration is $15 for one day of attendance, $50 for conference. For more
information, can 780-4295.
AqUllculture Gulf of Maine Aquarium
tour of aquaculture facilities in Northern Maine Sop 30. Leave Portland at
8:30 am to tour Great Eastem Mussel
Farms in Tenant Harbor and SteeIhead aqua-culture operation in So.
Thomaston. Cost is $20 for Aquarium
members, $24 for non·members.
Reservations are requined, call 7722321.

MORE+

HOSPITAL PATIENTS
,~ for

Better Health Care ~ name and
save 200/0 to 70% on home health care"

If yru're about to be discharged from a local hospital, tell
the discharge nurse you want the most afforda.ble home
nursing agency in sootheI'll MaIne to handle your home
nursing care.
Why? Because our rates are up to 70% lower than the
largest home health agen~ the
agency they w1ll usualq discharge
you to if you don't speak up.
Better Health Care is a fully
staffed, Medicare certified home
health care agency with over 100
RN's, LPN's, CNA's, Homsmakers,
Physical, Speech and Occupational
therapists available 24 hours a dajy;
7 daors a waek. But to save mon~
you have to ask for us by name.

BETTER HEALTH CAREt INC.
"I\eioe better becaus8 Wl1 oolJJr care"
37A Street, So. R:>rtJ.and, ME 04106

Portland: 76,"0680·Brunswick: 729·8W·Blddefooo: 28a.3632
AN

UAL OPPO!ITUNITY EIiPI.Il'i'ER

-STRESS REDUCTION
-PERSONAL GROWTH
-SPIRITUAL ENRICHMENT
HAL MERMELSTEIN
30 WEBB ROAD
WINDHAMI ME 04082
892-9042
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MORE
SENSE
F1nal W_torn Promonade W.lk·
Ing Tour Greater Portiand Landmarks
offers a tour of the variety of architectural styles of Portland's West End:
ltalianate, Gothic Revival, Queen Anne,
Shingle Style and Colonial Revival.
Final tour is Sap 30 10-11:30 am. Cost
is $2 for members, $3 for non-members. For more information, call 7745561 .
M.I... Modi. Worn.n'. F.n Work·
.hops Three worllshops will be 01fered Sap 30 at the One Club, Cumberland County Civic Center, Portiand.
David Silverbrand leads a worllshop
on the feature side of television news at
9 am; Sheila Garret presents an overview of children's book publishing at
10:15 am; Larry Fones presents a
workshop on printing brochures or
newsletters at 11:30am. Each speaker
will give a 30-45 minute presentation
followed by a question and answer
period. All worllshops are open to the
public. Proceeds will benefit the Maine
Media Women Scholarship Fund.
Admission is $10 per seminar ($25 for
three) for Maine Media Women members; $13 per seminar ($33 for three)
for non-members. To pre-register call
Hilary McComb at 443-9990. On-site
registration begins at 8:15 am.
Estate Planning Saminar Saries of five
non-technical discussions, designed for
the general public, will focus on minimizing tax bills, maximizing effect of
income, and protecting estates. Sassions will be held Tuesday momings
through Oct 10, 9:30-11 am in the
auditorium at the Heffeman Center, SI.
Joseph'S College in Standish. There
are no fees involved, but pre-registration is required. For more information,
call 892-6766 x. 791.
W _ B _ I _ . Ownora Co",
• _ e provides information, training and networlling opportunities for
wornen who own their businesses or
who are thinking aboU1going into busi- \
ness Oct 18, 8 am-5 pm at the Augusta
Civic Center. Workshops on Start-up,
Growth and Expansion and Personal
Issues. Keynote speaker will be Elizabeth Andrews, owner of the Beby Beg.
She will speak about the changing
nature of the marlletplace and her
experiences with expanding her cornpany. Registration is $35 before Oct 7;
$45 after Oct 7. Price includes lunch
and closing reception. For more inforrnation, call 623-0065.
Southworth PI...... rium Astranomy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
children (no children under5). Formore
information, call 78G-4249.
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OUT
SIDE

...1... Outdoor Adv.nture CI. .
MOAC welcomes people of all skill
levels for year·round outin9s. Upcoming trips: Bald Face Mountam Hike Sap
24, moderate level hike, n2-9831.
PIzza Ride. Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
rides. Meet at 5:30 pm at Pat's Pizza,
Rt 1, Oak Hill, Scarborough. Rides are
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more information call Keith at 79~ 1085.
M.I... Audubon Socl.ty Upcoming
field trips: Pilgrimage to Concord, Massachusetts Sap 23, 7:30 am-6 pm;
Monhegan Island trip Sap 29-Qct 1.
For more information on any of these
trips, call 781-2330.
C-co B.y Blcycl. Club Upcoming
rides: Sabago Lake, 36 miles Sap 23,
9 am, 892-3385; Franconia Notch Ride
Sap 30, meet at Gorham Shop N Save
at 8 am, n5-6761; Vinalhaven Island
Weekend Oct 6-8, Ketra Crosson at
892-4402; Cumberland Runaround, 35
miles, Peter Miller, 892-6440.
Mal... 1.I.nd Trail is the subject of a
slide show of the 32frmile small boat
waterway from Portland to Machias
Sap 22, 7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean
Casco Street Conference Center, Freeport. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 86fr4761
Low ndo W.lk Exploration of the adaptations and feeding behavior of intertidal plants and animals along the
seaweed-covered rocky shore is being
offered by the GuH of Maine's educationdirectorMarthaAganSap23,ll:30
am at Kettle Cove in Cape Elizabeth.
Admission is free for aquarium members, $3 for non-members. Reservations are required, call 772-2321.

Secreta o' the Shore Tour of the
park's rocky shore Sap 24, 2 pm at
Wolfe Neck Woods State Parll, Freeport Programs is free and begins at the
benches beside the second parking
lot. For more information, call 8654465 or 289-3821.
Socret. of the Fo...t Autumn walk
program will introduce school and other
groups to forest and wildlife ecology
Sap 26-Nov 17 at Maine Audubon
Society's Gilsland Farm Sanctuary in
Falmouth. Topics include plant and
animal succession, animal signs, migration and bird study. Advance reservations are required'. For more information, call Carol LeMere a1781-233O.
CI. . . to Homo Bicycling Day Trips
Slide show looking at half-<lay and allday tours in southem Maine Sap 28,
7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco Street
Conference Center, Freeport. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 865-4761
Fan In the Pro.ldentlal.: ANa·
ture Lov.... Guld. Slide program
on the beauty, how's and why's of
Autumn Sap 29, 7:30 pm at the L.L.
Bean Casco Street Conference Center, Freeport. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 8654761.
Outdoor Trip Hotll... Latest bicycling, hiking, camping, canoeing and
other trips sponsored by the Casco
Bay Bicycling Club and the Maine
Outdoor Adventure Club. Call 7741118.

Noodl. Doodl. Box Play about two
clowns and a drum majOrette who
comes between them Sap 23 and 30 at
10 am and 2 pm; Sap 24 and Oct 1 at
12:30 and 3 pm at the Theater at Monmouth, Monmouth. For reservations
and information, call 933-9999.
Ston..
Kids Portland Public Library (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri,
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am (beginning
Sap 22); Peaks Island Branch (7665540): Wed, 10:15 am; Scarborough
Public library (883-4723): Wed, 10:30
am and 1 pm (3-5 year olds) and Tue,
6:30 pm (4-5 year oIds); Prince Memorial library, Cumberland (82~31BO):
Wed, to:30 am (2-3 year oIds); Thu,
10:30 am (3-5 year oIds).
Flicks for Kid. Portland Public library (871-1700): Sat, 10:30 am and
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (7972915): Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 1:15 pm.

'01'

OFF THE
CLOCK

D.y 0 ... is looking for a volunteer to
repair and re-upholsterse_al wooden,
stuffed chairs. This is a short-term
project and requires furniture repair
skills. Job can be done during the day,
in the evenin!! or on weekends. For
more informallon, call the Center for
Voluntal)' Action at 874-1015.
Children'. Mus.um of Maino is
looking for volunteers to show the
museum to the public and demonstrate
how the exhibits worll. The job also
includes occasional office worll. The
museum is looking for students ages
12 and up to work after school until
4:30 pm or adults anytime between
. 9:30 am-4:30 pm. For more information, call the Center for Voluntal)' Action at 874-1015.
J.wl.h Homo ror Aged is hosting an
Open House Luncheon lor current and
prospective volunteers on Sep 25, 12
noon-2 pm. Deborah Peters, L.S.W.
will speak on ·The Emotional Needs of
the Elderly and How Volunteers Can
Help .. Volunteer opportunities at the
non-profit, non-denominational Jewish
Home include assistants for outings,
music sessions, and games; and escorts to accompany residents to medical appointments. For more information, call Sarah Szanton at n2-5456,
ext. 407.
Retired Sonlor Volunt_r Pr0gram seeks Product Development
and/or Marlleting Consultanl. These
volunteers should be senior citizens,
willing to assist in the development and
coordination of a project to provide
worll for Pineland and Barron Center
residents. For more information, call
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.

Con ..1On Ground Country F.lr is

SPORT

Blk. for Hop. Bike-a-thon Interfaith
event for the benefit of the AIDS Project Sap 23, 10 am . 27-mile course to
Cousins Island and back starting at SI.
Peters Episoopal Church, 678 Washington Ave., Portland. Registration fee
is $10, $5 for students. For registration
form, write orcall, The AIDS Project, 22
MonumentSquare, 5th Floor, Portland,
04101, 774-68n.
Fall K.rat. CI. . .1e Karate toumament Sap 23, 8 am at the USM gym, 96
Falmouth st, Portiand. Registration is
at 8 am. Spectators are welcome. For
more information, call 797-9000.
Auto SI.lorn The Cumberfand Auto
Club timed slalom race includes a
novice class for beginners Sep 24 at
M1. Ararat School, Topsham. Drivers'
registration 9-10 am; event 11 am-4
pm. Fees are $10 for CMC members,
$15 fornon-members. Spectators free .
For more information, call 7~361'.
Upl.nd 0.....: Tho Cov.r .nd
T_hnlqu_ Workshop on pre-season scouting, game behavior, etc. Sep
27. 7:30 pm at L.L. Bean's Casco
Street Conference Center, Freeport.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 86fr4761.
Sonosta'. Annual 5 K W_n'.
DI.tanc. Running F •• tlv.tbenefits the McAuley Residence, a transitional housing program for women
alone or with children Oct 1, 8:30 am at
the Sonesta Hotel, High St., Portland.
Pre-registration is $6. Make check
payable to Sonesta 5K, Maine Track
Club, P.O. Box B008, Portland, ME,
04104.

looking for voIunleers to help for about
one week before the fair (Sep 22-24 in
Windsor) and two weeks after. The fair
seeks to maintain and improve nurallife
in a way that sustains and improves the
environment. Volunteers earn at-shirt
and same day admission for four hours
01 work. To become a volunteer drop a
note to Common Ground Country Fair.
P.O. Box 2176, Augusta, ME, 04338 or
call 623-5115.
Hosplc. VoIunt.er Training for
Cumberland County Ily Hospice of
Maine begins Sap 20. To register, call
774-4417.
R.fugee R_.ttloment Program
needs sponsors to be friends to newlyarrived refugees and their families.
Sponsors are asked to provide temporal)'housing (onetotwoweeks),locate
donated furnishings for apartments,
cross-cuttural orientation and help with
social situations. After application and
interview arecompleted, sponsors have
a short training session in their home.
For more information, call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Poople'. Regional Opportunity
Program needs volunteers to help
distribute surplus food Sap 2fr28 at
various locations throughout Cumberland County. PROP has an urgent need
for workers to help unload trucks and to
worll as baggers in South Portland,
Westbrook and Windham. If you would
like to help, call 874-1140.

HELP

Poopl". Regional Opportunity
Program distributes surplus food to
Cumberland County's elderly, handicapped and low-income citizen Sap
2fr28. Residents who believe their
household income may qualify them to
receive surplus food are encouraQed
to can PROP (874-1140) for eligibility
9uidelines. The distribution schedule
IS as follows: Sep 25, 9 am-12 noon,
Congregational Church, Falmouth; 11
am-2:30 pm, State Armol)', 6BO Broadway, S. Portland; 12-3 pm, St. Anne's
Church, Rt. 25, Gorham; 1-4 pm, Fire
Bam, RI. 113, Steep Falls; Sap 26, 9
am-12:3O pm, American Legion '197,
Rt. 25, Westbrook; 9:30 am-12 noon,
Congregational Church, New Gloucester; 10 am-l pm, Community Center,
School Rd, Windham; 11 am-2 pm,
American Lagion, N~les; 12-3, Bridgton Town Hall, No. High St., Bridgton;
Sap 27, 7 am-5 pm, Sanior Cinzens
Center, Peaks Island; 8 am-6 pm,
Portland Expo, Parll Ave., Portland;
Sap 28, 8 am- 6 pm, St. Pius X Parish
Hall, Ocean Ave., Portiand.

port Group Men and women 50 years
of age and younger who have been
widowed within the last three years are
invited to attend a support group to
help and encourage each other through
the normal grief process. Eight meetings will be held in Yarmouth on Tuesday evenings beginning Sap 28. There
will be a small donation, although no
one will be turned away for inability to
pay. For more information, call 8465285 or 846-94BO.
Tho F.mlly CrI.l. Shelter holds
weekly women's support groups in
Portland and Brunswick, offering mutual support and education for women
who are or have experienced violence
in their relationships. For meeting Ioca·
tions and times, call the FCS at 8741197.
DI_rc. Support Group Wednesdays 6:30-8 pm at the Kimball Health
Center, 33 Uncoln St., Saco. For more
information, call 282-7504.
MADD W_kly Victim Support
Group Survivors, their families and all
whose Uves have been changed dra·
matically at the hands of a dnunk driver
may share the emotional aftermath of
such a crime with others of the same
experience. The group meets Thursdays, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
Deering St., Portland. For more information, call 773-MADD.
R_olve Support network for infertile
people sponsors workshops and support groups. For more information, call
774-4357 or 846-4379.
Portland Coalition for the Psy.
chlatric.lly Labeled, a consumer
nun seH·help group for persons with
mental illness, holds peer support
groups every Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon 1 :30-2:15. The groups
take place at the Portland Coalition
offices at 142 High Street, Suite 501,
Portland. For more information, call
Cathie Long at n2-2208.
Dopria.lve and M.nlc Dop.....
a1ve A-.,ymou. Support and information group meets Mondays, 7 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church,
202 Woodfords St., Portland. For more
information, call n4-HELP.
Young F.thers Program at the
Portiand YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a suppertgroup for young fathers evel)'
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
. are held on the second Tuesday of
each month . For more information, call
Betsy at 874-1111 ext 221.
Tranaupport is a non-profit, non-sexual, social and educational peer support group for transsexuals,
crossdressers, their families, friends
and people interested in gender issues. Meetings are held every other
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information,
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport,
P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101.
Tho AIDS Prol_t, 22 Monument
Square (fifth Hoor), Portland, lists many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more information,
call 774-6877.
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Index
animals
antiques
aucbons
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
buSiness opportunities
catering
child care
datings~s
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PEACE ORIENTED music
lover looking for same M or F
non-smoker. Laundl)' use,
parking, small but comfy apl.
$238 plus electric. OOB
area. Call, leave message for
Jon 934-9117

MOVING to Portland
single business man, 37, and
Sheltie(optional), would like
ideal situation for limited
need (I travel) housemate.
Companio'n for bill-cutting,
special projects in your
home. SlDWF preferred. 772TO SHARE Sun ny, 9778, leave message.
spacious 2-bdrm in S. A GREAT APT.
MIF
Portland. Seeking clean roommate wanted for sunny
responsible female, non- 2-bdrm apt. in Woodfords
smoker, $300 per month, area. Hardwood floors,
leas~ and security. 772- parlling, extras. $ 325 & 112
1996
utilities & deposit. Must like
GWM Looking for someone cats. Avail. 10-1 . 967-0912
to share their apartment with eves. or leave message.
me. I am neat, non-smoker, TO
SHARE
sunny,
non-druggie, non-drinker. spacious 2-bdrm in S .
Not looking for a relationship. Portland. Seeking clean
Can spend about $ 300. per responsible female, nonmonth and hopefully get -smoker, $300 per month ,
parking. Please write PO box lease and security . 7726651 Portland04101.
1996.
RESPONSIBLE individual GWM looking for someone
sought to share sunny to share their apartment with
spacious West end apl. Non- me. I am a
neat, nonsmoker, no pets. $300 per
smoker, non-drinker, nondruggie. Not looking for a
month & utilities. 761-7044.
MfF ROOMMATES
relationship. Can spend
Non-smoker to share 3 bdrm about $300 per month and
house in Windham with views hopefully get parlling . Write
of Sebago Lake and Westem PO box 6651 Portland 04101
mountains.$l60.permonth WOODFORDS MIF to
plus 1/3 utilities. Call 892- share comfortable, sunny, 37962-BiIl, keep trying.
bdrm Hartley SI. home. Neat,
QUIET Working male to clean,
non-smoker
share spacious 2-bdrm. apt. preferred. $300 plus shared
Portland. Wall to wall carpet, utilities, available now. Garl)'
washer dryer, heat included, 773-2498.
$260. per month, $125. ROOMMATE wanted MlF
deposit, half utilities. 761- to share spacious 2-bdrm in
7059.
S , Portland , Exposed
DEERING AREA Female beams, parking and deck.
roommate wanted. No pets,
$337 per month heat plus 1/2
large sunny 2-bdrm with utilities. Non-smoker and
washer'<lryer, parlling, yard, good attitude a plus. Chris
$325 inc. all. 774-4440 eves .
5297
or n2-1333 days .
FEMALE ROOMMATE
HOUSEMATE For large
wanted, non-smoker for
house at Crescent Beach. 7 spacious apartment with
miles from town. Mature water view on Eastern Prom.
professional non-smoker. $200 per month includes
$220 plus shared utilities, heat. Please call and leave
avail. Oct. 1.767-3152.
message 774-6519.
ROOMMATE
Male or ROOMMATE WANTED
Female wanted for 3-bdrm . Share home on Highland
apt one block from Prom. Lake in WIIl<f1am with 2 other
Sunny, hardWOOd floors, individuals . Home-cooked
back porch,. $185 per month meals, VCR, laundry
plusl/3 utilities. Call 879- available. Non-smoker. $300
0519 after 6 or Lisa 774-4518 per month. 892-8391.
days.
SUNNY TWO BDRM with
hardwood floors and bay
window to share with non·
smoking
professional.
Located
near
Mercy
Hospital. $290 plus 1/2
utilities, avail. 10-1. 7738313.
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STARING AND START eATING.

Ught .nd Shadow Art Afterschool
program exploring the worfd of lillht
and shadow through drawing, Jl!Iintlng
and Polaroid photography for kids ages
8 to 12 will be held Saturdays, 10:30
am-12:3O pm, Sap 23-Nov 11 at the
Portland Museum of Art. The cost of
the entire series is $70 for museum
members, $84 for non-members; individual classes are $10 for members,
$12 for non-members. Pre-registration
is required. For more information, call
775-6148.
Children'. Mus.um, 746 Stevens
Ave., Portland. Paper Making Exhibit
includes paper displays, instructional
classes on paper making and paper
making facilities; Energy Exhibit offers
hands-on learning using computer
software, puzzles, demonstration and
more to look at energy use in Maine.
Both exhibits open Sep 23. For more
information, call 797-KITE .
Roll.rakating L . . .
Portland
Recreation is offering lessons for both
beginners and advanced beginners
ages 6-10. Lessons for beginners will
be held on four Saturdays, Sap 23-Oct
14, ~10 am; advanced beginners on
three Saturdays, Oct 21-Nov 4,9-10
am. Registration deadline is Sep 20 for
beginners, Oct 11 for advanced beginners. $15 for residents, $20 for nonresidents. For more information, call
874-8793.
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Younger WIdowalWldow_ Sup-

f., I] 6\'" 6ft."

PROFESSIONAL sober,
non-smoker to share condotownhouse With single parent
and three-year old. Must be
responsible and like children.
USM student welcome. Call
Marty at 879-{)106.
ROOMMATE WANTED
2 females and 1 male
seeking male or female for
spacious condo in N. Deering
area of Portland. For more
information call 797-6539,
leave message.
QUIET WORKING male to
share spacious 2-bdrm near
hospital and USM. Wall-towall carpet, washer-dl)'er,
heat included. $260 per
month piUS deposit, 1/2
utilities. Call after 9 pm . 761 7059.
I ADMIT IT· I have two
dogs (poodles) and a
housecat. We're all vel)'
friendly and looking for a
place to live within 1/2 hour
of Maine Mall. I am nonsmoking
professional
female . Please call Margie
799-5686 eves.
ROOMMA TE WANTED
Quiet, non-smoker, drug-free
male, 35, seeks female with
same characteristics to
share 2-bdrm apartment in E.
Prom area. Full size bed
included, $150 per month, no
pets please. 775-2224
anytime, keep trying.
ART STUDENT, working
woma~ or single parent with
one child wanted to share
sunny, spacious apartment
near town with responsible
female (non-smoker). $275
plus utilities. 874-2908.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
male or female, gay or
straight. Share 2-bdrm apt. in
Victorian Gorham home.
$275 plus phone costs .
Easy commute to all
Cumberland & Yorll County
towns. 892-5356.
PROFESSIONAL MfF 25
plus wanted to share large
house in N. Deering.
Amenities include guest
bedroom, nun of 7 other
rooms, efficient heat, ample
parking
convenient to
stores. $275 plus, 878-2312.

SEEKING professional MIF
to share spacious 2-bdrm
condo in N. Deering. Quiet,
wooded, WID . Non-smoker,
no pets. $325 plus . 7976347, leave message.
FEMALE ROOMMATE to
share large, sunny, 3-bdrm.
apt. near Osteopathic
Hospital . Avail. mid-October.
Non-smoker preferred. $202
per month plus 1/3 utilities.
773-5282.
I NEED A HOME ASAP
Are you a mature (30+)
woman, chern. and smokefree, who can provide a
nurturing,
supportive
roommate-relationship for a
fragile, young (early 20's) girl
just beginning recovery from
a traumatic childhood? Need
a Portland 1ocation. Please
call 874-0079.
WANTED; Dependable
housemate' to
share
spacious Gorham home with
couple . Sunny rooms,
gourmet kitchen, parking,
amenities. $325 single, $450
couple plus share heat,
utilities. Humane, musicloving , non-sexist, nonsmoking environment. 8398156. Ref., sec. dep.
RESPONSIBLE
nonsmoking male/female wanted
to share private, beachfront,
iurnished home in OOB .
Avail. ~89 to &-90. $350 per
month, utilities included.
772-8519 after 5 pm.
IMPOSING ON friends?
Maybe I can help. I'm looking
for a non-smoking female to
share a spacious West end
apt. with lots of character,
elk, storage space .... $275
plus. 761-2599. Please keep
tl)'ing.

A NO-PAIN, all-gain, allaround good deal is what you
get with a Casco Bay Weekly
classified . It's simple, cheap
and effective. What else
needs be said?

UVE IN a charming antique
Cape on Peaks Island. 6
working fireplaces, 4-bdrm,
new kitchen & bath.
Beautifully restored, on 3/4
acre, with some water views.
Just a two-minute walk to
beach and tennis. By owner,
$232,000. 766-2116.

418.432

FORE/OLD
PORT - Quiet, secure,
comfortable. Fine, historic,
restored 1-4 BR. $599-$899.
Joe 773-3333.
LONG ISLAND 2 or 3 bdrm
furnished apl. Available now
through June. Close to store,
beach, ferry, easy commute
to Pordand. $300 and $350
monthly plus utilities, no
pets. 766-2497.

UVE ON THE BEACH 2bdrm furnished apartment in
OOB near Pine Point. Clean,
ocean views, ideal for
students . Avail. Sept.
through June, $390 per
month includes utilities. 7750909 eves.
EASTERN PROM area,
very
large
2-bdrm .
apartments. Water-views,
yard, parking. Avail. 10-1,
lease, security, 772-4334.

ON YOUR WAY to the
top? You need this incredible LANDLORDS: List your
apt. with incomparable views rentals with CBW. Phone
of Casco Bay! Beautifully 775-6601. List 3, get 1 free!
decorated, natural old·
fashioned woodwork , and
fully carpeted. For a preview
call 774-2012.

r-------------------.,
WESTBROOK GARDENS
is now accepting applications
for housing for our 2 bedroom
town homes. Rental based on
income and eligibility. Apply
in person at: 41 Westbrook
Gardens, Westbrook, ME.
or tel. 858-8338
This is an equal housing opportunity

PEAKS ISLAND winter
rental, 3 bdrm. cottage, view,
woodstove, quiet. $500. plus
utilities. Year Round rental: 3plus bdrm., oil heat, close to
school and village. $650.
plus. Ralph Ashmore Realty
772-6992.

HAMMERED DULCIMER
Handcrafted by Dusty
Springs. 12 treble courses,
11 bass courses, Like new,
rarely used. Includes stand
and carrying case.$375. Ca":..
926-3275.
..,.,
CUSTOM BUILT electric
guitar. Chandler neck and
body, black with black
hardware. Floyd Rose,
Duncan Humbucker, and two
Dimarzios. $500. 772-{)208 .
NEW FENDER STAATS
$299. New bedrock tube
amps from $699. Lee
Jackson Metaltronix sale .
Huge Celestion speaker
sale! Friendly River Music,
612 Congress SI. 879-{)292.

NI1C'XIS'11l

HAVE:

900 sq,ft.

empty office space
wI 17 month lease.

WI LL:

Sublet to
suitable tenant or
consider other
agreement for
equivalent value.

CALL:

878·2435

leave message_

REHEARSAL
for musicians. Secure,
unlimited access. $270 per
month. Intown location. Greg
at 774-3366

ARTISTS'
STUDIO SPACE
At last a downtown historic
building devoted to artistssculptors, photographers
and art related people at
affordable rates of $135$275 per month for rooms
and suites (includes heat
water and electricity).
Rooms feature views, tin
ceilings, plaster walls,
hardwood floors and
painters sinks. Security
oriented. Renting fast.
Join other Portland artists
at Th. Artl.t. Studio.

LOST black and gray Maine
coon cal. Has blue collar with
bell, answers to Bubba. Last ....
seen on Roussin St. in Old
Orchard Beach. If found
please call 934-{)645.

799·4759
-.;..;=--.
. . ,,;;;;,,;---..

•

~ITAl\

s~9lcs

LESSONS

l:'1).l..~l\ipZ:-IOI1S

.IJtO'1Q
soloine;
s~hr"'/o.'t>iI1Cj
sorx;(Lj~t1~

772-0208
nIT WEtrlBE!\GEl\

Guitar, Bass &
Vocal Lessons
865 Forest Ave.

761·8084

rrn 'VII] '0 [a'B' llIDt:f-JiO I' \'1 m;w;q I rn jI[ifllti :l'uaU;sstst".

=±~~~:= '~Ou-p-o-n iifce~~~!.~iit~,-",
AfTER. T\-IE OINNH.. EI/EIt~SOOY SAT OUT
IN T\-IE BAC,K YAIlO LISTENING TO MOSH'!

MR. . LVOERM':!ER fALKING. MY GAANDMA
SAID DAD OWED \-lIS LIFE TO TflAT MAN.
MR. LUDER..M~ER WHO I-IE LPEO !-11M OUT, WHO
GAVE HIM TI-\IIT JOS. I WATC.HED How MR.
lVDEltM'1I:R. K'EPT PuTTING \-lIS A(l..M A~VfolD
M':l DAD AND HoW MY OAl) KEPT ORIN l';IN6
MOIlI: PEPSI) MoRe PEPSI, MOfl,E PEPS\.

THEN MY DAD STOOD uP AND PULLED OuT \-lIS
CAR KE':JS . "WHERE ':lou (,oIN6, ~'1 7' M'J
G~AtiDMA SAID . '(IGARHiES· MY DAD SAID.
"CH\l.IST, I MIGI-\T AS WE II (OME WITK yOU,
BLOW THE \)UST OHA. ME ." MR . LVDE
SAl\). Ht" WAS GIYING M'1 GRANDMA A
LooK. "NAW' SAIl) M'1 DA\) ''I'\.\. BE RIG!1T
BAtK." "BR:NG 1KE KIDS WITt\ '101.(, ~~"",'r
GRANDMA Si1OvTED. BVT \'It WAS A\.F1.EAD'1
DOWN. TKE DR.\VEWAY, AlREAO'1 DOwN TKE DA\l.~ SiREE'T.

Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be nun starting with the next issue. CBWwili
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content CBWwili not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post
Box number in
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept stricdy confidential. Cascc
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categori~e,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBWshall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to inser1 occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

the caw
~::'-:~fore
completeing his
form. Write legibly
or Iype, and use
additional paper
if necessary.

If you derille regular income
from the subjects(s) of your
Classified Ads(s) please
use the business rate.
And thank you for
Choc'
sing Casco Sa'"
y ..ee lei y

All charges are por w_k
Individual
Business
Up to 30 words
$5.00
$7.00
31-45 words
7.00
9.00
46-60 words
9.00
11.00
Each Add' I word
.15
.21
CBW Box SelVlCB'
3•
00 •
5 00

MESSAGE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
Not for publication: We need the following information
to print your ad. ~ will be held in strict confidence.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CI1Y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP CODE _ _ _ _ _ __

Office

DAYTIME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYMENT:
PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CFm BOX SERVICE (oplional)

Check _ __

Money Order _ __

Mastercard _ __

Visa _ __

Credit Card' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+---+----

Expiration Date

SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OFWEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

x _ _ __

- - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _--'1- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
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COUPLES A workshop retreat for couples commited
to their relationship. Oct.
13, 14 & 15, call Dwinell &
Hall,799-1024.
HULING the child within,
workshop for Adult Child-en
ofdysfunctional families.Oct.
7 or Nov. 4 in Portland. For a
ftier or more information call
RARE GEM of a lady currently available for
David Lee, Med.,LSAC.,
dining but no whining. Major facets include
985-7655.
an attractive presence, smiling blue eyes,
WOMEN WHO LIVE
and
a creative mind. Salient data: SWF, 45,
apart from their childrennon-smoking, Portland-based and Europegroup now forming. Women
bound (6-90). Prefer walking over jogging,
who do not live with their
children, whatever the
cultural pursuits over TV, self-discovery
circumstances, often have
over small talk, Alfredo over fettucini.
feelings of loss, pain, guilt,
CBW Box 360.
anger, and isolation. Join a
safe, supprtive environment
Ily... hawlPI..... an ... I""'......:=_IYpor.,.,... y....
with other women who
... lulllcmallC.Uy . . .edl"1ho
ALOfTHEWEEKcon....
understand. We will meet in
lor "'01 WOlle. We •• looIel"g lor .... _ •• aaatl ... willyond tun.
Portland staring in early Oct.
Wl ....
_.W_i_"_'-_VW_.._oI_'_tidl_oIa_I_"_"'_._m_oI_I._ _ _...J
Call Karolyn Rossein, M.A. L _ _ _ __"_
766-2809.
DISCOVER your healing SWM - Slim, educated, NOT PARTICULARLY
NEW BOOK STORE!! abilitiy. The Healer I course good-looking, corporate outstanding or unusual, I
Maybe Someday.... now is a practical tool for rising star. Haven~ got time am just a nice middle-aged
open on Munjoy Hill. Beyond knowing .. understanding and or desire for the singles bar New England lady (47)
New Age - simply ageless. using your own natural ability scene. Don't get me wrong, I seeking a nice man with
Carefully selected, uplifting to heal. It is both a discovery like going out, but it's nicer Maine sensibilities. No
books of all kinds. Chinese and an experience that will with a quiet romantic dinner photo necessaary. Writing
temple bells, unusual cards, open participants to a whole and good conversation first. will disclose all. Respond
T-shirts, 195 Congress St. new way of looking at health Looking for a princess who CBW BoX 359.
between Levinsky's and the and life. The ten-week still thinks there are Prince S BI F wants open, playful,
Whole Grocer. lOam to 6 course is held one evening a Charmings . Send note with close relationship with
pm. 773-3275
identified as
week, and is limited to eight phone number if you believe woman
CHILDLIGHT Holistic
participants and costs $250. in romance. CBW Box 365 womanlfeminist (25-45).
Arts, camping, planning the
well-being classes for Call Tom Graham at 799- STRANGER IN TOWN
Is Haagen-Daaz and late- demise of our oppressive
children nurtures inner 1411.
awareness and Holistic WANTED; 65 people to night TV keeping you society, sleepovers, quiet
growth through centering, lose up to 30 Ibs. in the next company too many nights? times , etc. Southern Maine
yoga, biorelaxation and 30 days for under $100. This attractive exceptional only. CBW Box 355.
awareness activities, self- Doctor recommended, SWM ( 32, 5'10' 160 Ibs.) I'M INTERESTED in
meeting a confident, caring,
esteem activities, imagery guaranteed. Call Morn-Fri. 10 may have the solution. New
to Portland area, I am planted woman 25-40 yrs .
and
creative
arts am-l pm. 774-8784.
Gorgeous is not
expression . Call Marilee VOLUNTEERS WANTED seeking an exceptional SWF old.
Musters at 646-2511.
Personal care anendant with for friendship and possibly necessary, but I'd be a liar if
I said that looks were not
DYNAMICS OF JOY!
strong back and good sense more. CBW Box 367
the forces of Love, Eros, and of
humor.
Wholistic AUTHORITATIVE WIM important. Interested in
Sexuality
with
Pam environment, live in or out. Fatherly, 50, and caring- travel, adventure - (when
seeks sweet, docile, old cash allows-economy class
•
Chubbuck,
Certified 773-3275
bioenergetic therapist and MIDWIFE, Services in- fashioned girl, any age. All is not to be snubbed) I'm 34,
Box 5017 6-ft. blue eyed, 180 lb . high
Certified healing science clude prenatal care, nutrition answered. PO
energy SWM. I look for a
practitioner. An experiential counseling, homebirth, pap Portland. 04101 .
workshop in Core Energetics smears. Call for free con- NOW THAT the tourists relationship to start off easy.
- an exciting new approach sultation visit. Heidi Fillmore- ha,!,!, subsided, relocated Photo avail. on request-how
meaoa professional DWM 37, about yourself? CBW Box
to integration. Unifies mind, Patrick, 657--3180.
seeks charm, wit, and 361 .
body, spirit, emotions.
companionship of area lady INTELLIGENT Happy ,
Sept.30 Oct. I, in Yarmouth.
(your terms). I'm a fun-lover handsome and sensitive
Pam also does individual,
(please note hyphen) SWM 26 , seeks secure ,
couples
and
group
psycotherapy . New Coresociable,outgoing type, not mature ,sensitive WF 30-45
unattractive, affectionate. to teach me about one of
energetics classes starting
Photo? Phone? CBW Box life's greatest pleasures. I
soon . Call 846-0800 for
want to find out what I've
364
information.
HAVE FUN Have a psychic FREE JOB information and STEVE; Your temporary been missing, and desire
number
was someone to take me under
party. Also private readings assistance . If you have phone
and counseling. Past lives, epilepsy or a seizure disor- accidentally erased from my her wing and tutor me. Reply
workshops,
teacher, der: Upgrade your job search answering machine. Please with phone number and tell
me what you can teach an
rebirthing. Call Audrey techniques. Learn if, when call again. Rick.
and how to tell an employer ATTRACTIVE SWM 25, eager student, and let your
Boucher 775-7135.
about your seizures. Talk to 5'10', 160, seeks SWF 22-30 fantasies come to lile. CBW
WORKSHOP Embracing
people who have been there. under 130 for dating. I enjoy Box 363
your inner child. Sept.22-23
for adults who were raised in Find that 'break' you have soul-searching, writing , rock SWM - 1949 Model V-8, 6'alcoholic or abusive families . been looking for .. Do it now! music, nature Walks. College 2', 4-dr. sedan, fair interior,
but
financially good bodY,PSlPB,tilt, cruise
Call John Carroll 775-5903, Contact TAPS at (207) 772- grad
or Nancy Shiller 775-2833 to 7847, Pine Tree Epilepsy, struggling . Non-smokers control, one previous owner,
maintenance record avail. on
please. CBW Box 371 .
register.
Portland, ME
MEDITATION In daily AD AGENCY Part time SWF FORTY,NINE and request. For test drive write
life. Meditation is a way of Portland ad agency needs holding. I enjoy dining, P.O. Box 8424 Portland, Me .
resting the mind, opening the ~tudent for part-time courier dancing, Sunday drives and 04101.
heart to love, and creating and maintenance work. Must TV. I smoke and enjoy a few SWF 21 is looking for a
harmony in daily life. Five have car. Flexible hours. Call cocktails now and then. SWM 21-25 who's a fun ,
Looking for someone who ambitious, outgoing kind of
772-8948.
Tuesdays, beginning Sept.
enjoys the same. CBW Box guy who especially loves the
26, 7;15 pm in Yarmouth .
ocean and has a terrific
372.
Call Carroll Dunn at 846-0784
ARE YOU bulging with kitsense of humor. CBW Box
after 6 pm. Cost is $30.
tens, puppies or rabbits? Do CBW PERSON TO PER· 368
RETREATS for a listing of
you want good future homes SON dassifieds are a safe, BLUE EYED BLONDE
retreats, seminars , and
for these new members of confidential way to get in Early 40's, new to Portland
workshops sponsored by
your extended family? Why touch with the kind 01 person area desires to meet man of
Dwinell & Hall, please call :
not place a classified in you want to meet. So be dar- similar age interested in
(207) 799-1024.
Casco Bay Weekly? $5 gets ing, be creative, be simple, friendship. Send photo, lener
STEP
Discussion groupyou up to 30 words, more be honest. Be whatever you with interests, will respond
Systematic Training for
than enough space to find a want, but be a Person to with same. CBW Box 370
Effective Parenting is for
good home for the whole lit- Person person and you won't I AM A VERY ACTIVE
parents and others who want
ter, if necessary. Call CBW be alone.
professional SWM with a
better communication and
Classified Ho~ine: 775-6601 .
myriad of iroterests. My
more
productive
anributes are a good sense
relationships with children . 9
of humor, athletic, wellweek course beginning Sept.
'educated & travelled , and
19, 10:30 am . For more
good genes. This Capricom
information call Casco Bay
is looking, ideally, for a
Montessori School 799SlDWF 25-35 who doesn't
2400.
mind taking risks to discover
TRANSITION
TO
what could turn into a
vegetarian eating style.
secure, honest and happy
Whole foods cooking
relationship. Photos would
classes, three sessions,
be nice but not necessary.
Oct. 9, 16, 23, 1O-Noon, $45.
CBWBox373.
Call 774-8889.
POWER ANIMAL Masks
RESPONSES to advertis- Workshop Oct. 14-15 in
ers using CBW Box Service
Portland . Meet your power
should be sent to: Casco
animal through movement,
Bay Weekly, CBW Box II~
meditation . Fashion its
187 Clark Street, Portland,
mask. Using full moons
Maine 04102. Your lener will
energy, incorporate mind and
be forwarded,unopened, to
hands to create a bridge
the boxholder within 48
between sacred and earthly
hours!
worlds. Shamanic skills
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
taught include grounding,
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
songs, plastercloth maskBeing single in Maine can
Tfie
r
making, movement. $125.
includes materials. Limited
be fun again. Why wait
scholarships. Write Diana
any longer? Call
']~ucfi
Delach, RFD 2 Box 2740,
The Personal Thuch.
.
Lisbon Falls, 04252. 35331 Exchange St .• Rxtland, ME04 101
6323.
773·t688
WOMEN: Does being in
love mean being. in pain?
Leam how to change dysfunctional relationship patterns. Therapy group now
forming based on 'Women
Who Love Too Much.' For information call 8 71-9256
WENDY MOSER M, A"
announces her relocation
from California. Monday
evening groups: pregnancy
as transformation, self-acceptance training. Sliding
scale. 767-3848. Private
sessions for individuals and
couples.
METAPHYSICAL Readings from a spiritual perspective offer insight and practical application regarding
your current energy field, life
lessons, past lives, personal
symbols and archtypes.
Tarot readings also available. Call Regina at 729-0241

a Ing services
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When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?

cer:€.:lVT/LU.
'.Per..- ___

--

notices

ImJfE911 G]if_

LIBERTY is for everyone.
Alternative lifestyles and
WHISTLES The Rape Criindividual rights must be
sis Center has whistles I WILL babysit in my
protected. Innocent dogavailable for $3. Great for
Gorham home. FUll-time or
owners, gun-owners, and
key chains - also come with part-time,
any
age,
others whose so-called
breakaway neck chain. Pro- . reasonable I)1tes. Call 839'crimes' are victimless must
ceeds benefit the RCC 242404.
not be molested. So long as
hour hotline for victims of CHILD CARE in my West
David Koplow and his dogs
End home. Before or after
sexual assault. Call 774have harmed no person or
3613 for more information.
school, also infants and
property then Laissez-faire I
NEED FURNITURE? Why toddlers. Mature nonPortland Police-keep your
not rent with option to buy. smoker. Call Georgia at 774hands offl The Libertarian
TVs, furniture and appli- 4810.
Party PO Box 699 Freeport
ances from Rant-A-Set Elm NEED a babysitter? Need a
04032. 353-9711 . 1-800st. Topsham, ME. 729-ii637 caring person to be with your 682-1776.
ERNIE POOK'S Comeek child while you are at work?
and Marlys fans, .... Lynda Need a child care provider
Barry has created a t-shirt during the school year?
just for Marlys. Show your Need a day care progeram
friends where you went this full-time or part-time? The
summer "visit Marlys' World caw
Child
Care
and Universe + Galaxy'. catergory gets results for
Shirts are 100% conon with you and our advertisers.
black ink. In adult SM, MED,
LG and XLG sizes. Send
check or money order for
$t2.95 to: Greylag, P.O. Box
99093-CB, Seattle, WA
98199-0093 . Get on our PREGNANT! Love and
hugs , joy and laughter await
mailing list too....
1. FT. SEBAGO Suncraft a child in our home . If
inbdloutbd Volvo Penta. 4 considering adoption, let us
cyl, twin carb, solid boat, help. Call collect Susan and HIRE a housecleaner irs
needs minor Work. $1000 firm Gordy, 1-802-748-5876 or 1- more affordable than you
Call 883-1473 between lOam 602-235-2312.
may think and irs one of the
t08pm
nicest presents you can give
QUEEN SIZE waterbed
yourself. I dean houses on a
with
mirrored
headweekly or bi-weekly basis
board/bookcase. Six drawPRINTMAKER looking for and my service is thorough,
ers in base. Complete with
press to rent on daily or reliable and reasonably
heater, mattress, padded
hourly basis. Barbara 767- priced. Call 761-7029 .
frame. $350 or best offer.
4136.
MAINELY
MAIDS
846-9588
STAR WARS TOYS
MACINTOSH SE with
Any size any condition . Call Domestic housecleaning at
low rates . Very thorough.
20MB intemal drive. Includes 761-0955.
many, many , references.
hypercard, mouse, keyboard. Brand new in box. Call YOU NEED IT. A want-ad We're here to help. Call us
for a free estimate: Jeanine
871-8964 evenings.
in Casco Bay Weekly can
or Laurie, 892-2568.
WOOD STOVE - Jotul help you find it. 775-660t.
model 11 Benamel forest
HOME
SERVICES
green, takes 2-ft. logs;
Gardeners, painters, window
excellent heating capacity
washers, lawn mowing , etc.
and beautiful appearance.
STUDY PORTUGUESE
Advertise your services on
$400. Call 773-8447. GTD.
Academic instruction and our classified pages for only
COMPUTER-Commodore
12-week $7 a week. Call 775-6601
Amiga A-500, 1.5 MEG conversation,
internal plus 1010 extemal session beginning Sept. 25. anytime.
drive, 2002 color monitor, Call 773-2322.
music & Digi-View software POTTERY LESSONS
included. $950. (1600 new) Wheel throwing and hand
building , beginners and
865-0949 eves ..
SOLID
OAK advanced. Weekly classes
Mediterranean double door include 4 hours instruction ,
armoire-6-drawer, excellent additional practice time and YARD SALE corner of
condition , $275. Matching materials. Call Lisa at Studio Dartmouth St. and Freeman
end table with slate top , 132, 772-4334. References St. in Portland, just off
$40.Bookcase- $25, Uncoln avail.
Baxter Blvd. Sept. 23 $ 24
Rocker, maple, excellent
9am-3pm both days.
OUR READERS ARE
condition-$50. Tempwood
Computer table, stereo
active
and
involved.
top-loading woodstove used
cabinet, other household
Whether you're a major uniitems, lots of clothes in
2 seasons $225. Call 761versity or a part-time private
excellent condition : girls
4663, ask for Joe.
instructor with experience to
sizes 6-8, toddler boys sizes
MOVING, Must sell,office
share, you should be adver4-6, ladies sizes 5-9, mens
desk-5' x 2.5' with file drawer
tising in LEARNING.
size Med.
& chair $275/both. Also
bedroom and living room
fumishings. Call 871-7125.
DOGMAN SHIRTS Show
the Court System and the
Portland Police Department
how you feel about what they
did to David 'The Dogman'
Koplow. For you 'HANDS
OFF THE DOGMAN' photo Tshirt, send $12 (cash, check
or money order) to Dogman
Shirt,
P.O.B . 16047.
Portland, ME 04101. Specify
size (M/UXL) and what
address you want your shirt
mailed to.
ROLLING
STONES
tickets (2), excellent seats
for Tue. 10-3 show, Foxboro .
Sec. 118, row 23. Best offer,
serious offers only. 7978759.
ROLLING
STONES
tickets . 50 yard line, 3rd
level, sunny side. 2 pair
available, $120 per set. 865The CBW Guarantee applies
1041 days, 865-1807 eves.
only to the WHEELS and
ROLLING
STONES
tickets for Oct. I , $75
STUFF FOR SALE categories.
apiece. 772-0731.
To continue your ad, you must
FURNITURE; 6-drawer
hardWOod desk, 21' X 50'
notify us by Monday noon of
top, 3-drawer antique
the fourth week. Missing this
dresser with mirror, credenza
with glass doors, 5 place
deadline voids the guarantee.
senings of china, call 874Ads are limited to 30 words.
0906.
FUTON BED frame brand
No refunds. This guarantee
newl Full size, will tit
is not applicable to businesses
conventional mattress.
which derive regular income
Beautiful
half-moon
headboard and footboard.
from the sale of items
Paid $400, will sell for $250.
in these categories.
Moving, must sell. 774-3049
eves .
DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
ring 1/4 carat. 14 carat gold
To place your ad,
band, never worn, size 6use
our convenient form
1/2. $200, what a bargain!
774-3049 eves.
on page 21 or contact Mark Kelleher

biZ

services

PAINLESS PHOTOC,
RAPHY - Portraits, All occas.,ons, special projects .
'ThIS won't hurt a bit' User
friendly! Call Steve Harris _
846-1448.
CARPENTRY, home repair
cabinets and shelving.
Custom kitchen renovations
ack!itions and decks. Fre~
estimates and references
available. Call 773-6223 Leo
Algeo, jr.
'
FACIALS: Organic aloe
vera products Face scrub r

"

I
e S
:;;=::~.::!~~":s~ I G~'(~~~~c_~/e :.~~7~onD~~": VAN
sage. EnJOy a thoroughly I
.- - ... -==~'=
TRUCK _ ran fine two years
clean face. Joni at 773-0463:
~J:J!;;)1ii1i<:11 !!!.!JW~ il : :~~.~~~in$~~ i~:~~.
mask, herbal steam, black-

~~,""~~"-"""F-~
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$4 700

wanted
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DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
• proBLEM: Drinking
water wpplies are
beoomi ng contaminated
• 9:lLUTlON : MULTIPUFE lJ< '¥stems guarmteed to remove chlorine,
bacteria and chemicals
• OPPORTUNITY'
Part-time or FuI~time

772-6740

0:'"

BUSINESS SERVICES!
Place an ad in our dassified
section anytime and reach
well over 20,000 readers for
only $71

Sells Your Item!

We guarantee that you will
sell your item when you
place an ad in our
Classifieds for three straight
weeks, If the item isn't sold,
we will run your ad until
it is sold - for free!

Lake Side
Carpet
Cleanin
~_._--=--o-~ g

1986

Cereal killer
We've removed the names from the
boxes of 16 popular cereals at the right
and listed thembelow.Matchthenames

and boxes.

5543.

,.87 FORD ESCORT GL
44, 5-spd, sunroof, AM-FM,
elec. side mirrors, security
lock (hood deadbolt, fuel
valve). 33000 miles,
excellent condition, $3900.
Call Del 766-7497. or 7765153.
, ••2 SUBARU sedan red, 4-<1r, PW. PS, PB, AC,
some rust, 129,000 miles,
$1000 or best offer. Must
sell, 865-3433.
VOLVO ,.65 122 2-dr,
nice condition, 2-litre, dual
carb, 4-spd, sport exhaust.
$2500 or best offer. 6372384.
CHOICE
Celebrity
SIW. Newly rebuilt engine, 98
K, $2600. 82 Dodge 400 82
K, $1600. Both cars wellmaintained. good shape
inside and out. Make offers.
777-6904.
DESPERATELY seeking
purchaser for 1981 Kawasaki
GPZ 550. New tires, Barnett
chain, great running bike,
,.85 IIAZDA RX,7 GS must seU! $800 or best offer.
model. Immaculate finish, Fred, 846-3810 days, 443AC, PB. PS. Black with grey 8760 after 8:30 pm.
velour. A fun car to drive. ,.87 .lEEP COMANCHE
Below book at $5975. 878- 4.qI, 4-wheel drive sport
truck. Power steering, power
2312.
CHEVY CAPRICE brakes, AM -FM , black,
Landau roof, 4-dr, AC, moderate highway miles,
plowed,
good
cruise, stereo, new tires, never
battery, alt. Good condition, condition . Good deal at
with new sticker. $1000 or $6000. Call 772-5304.
best offer. 775-6586.
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX WHETHER YOU want to
CC, AC, all power. AM-FM sell your '76 Toyota or buy a
cassette/equalizer,
'55 Chevy. use Casco Bay
excellent shape, high miles , Weekly's Classifieds. For
$2800 or best offer. 82 just $5 you have up to 30
Pontiac Phoenix, 6-cyI, CC, words to make your pitch,
AM- FM, 77000 miles,
and additional words are just
excellent shape. $1000 or
15 cents each. Call the CBW
best offer. Tim, 879-7038 or
Classified Ho~ine : 775-6601 .
770-3738.

_

ALPHA-BITS

_

GRAPE-NUTS

_

CORNPOPS

_

fROSTED MINI-WHEATS

_CRISPIX

_

RAISINBRAN

_

RICE KRISPlES

_

PRODUCf19

_

CORN FLAKES

_

NUT &. HONEY CRUNCH

_

MUESLIX

_

FROSTED FLAKES

_

HONEY SMACKS

_

ALL-BRAN

_

fROOTLOOPS

_

SPECIALK

,.84

,.79

Two Brothers II
Rt, 302, Westbrook
• Guaranteed Up To Six Months
• 0 % APR Available
Call Mr. Nest
856-0000

********************

The Bodyshop

1-800-312-1425

Serving the Greater Portland Are~
and the
Spedal

----------------,\
I
I
I
I
I
II
I

RX,7

perfect condition, 36,000
miles, am-fm, must sell
$6999. 774-7528.
PARK YOUR PORSCHE
for the winter: 1980 Chevy
Impala 2-d-.V-8 auto. 65,000
miles, solid reliable car with
new tires and battery, only
$1850. 797-5314.
1I1B7 PONTIAC SUNBIRD
SE-Blue, 2-dr. 5-speed,.
Excellent condition, 29,000
miles,$5700. Cal Erin 7743049 eves.
FORD UP 85 red, sporty,
5-speed, sunroof, 60,000
miles, 2-seater, runs great.
AM-FM, cassette, new tires,
well-maintained, inspected.
$2850. Suzanne, 775-023~
85 DODGE pickup D-5O
Ram,good condition , manual
transmission, 85,000 miles,
well-maintained. Call 7970715 or 774-3172.
BMW CLASSIC coupe
1970 2800 C S . This rare old
beauty runs and looks great.
Must be seen -bargain
priced 1 772-8539 or 766-

BUY HERE - PAY HERE

Clean any 5 Rooms, any
size ont $89.95
Call Don, Toll Free at

Ask About

MAZDA

********************

Fall Carpet
Cleaning Special

.

TOYOTA Pickup 1984
Highway miles, wellmaintained. Cap, sliders,
aluminum wheels,. $3500. or
best offer. 772-3258.

,.79

1

$15

at 775-6601,

I
I

62851772-2208.
CUBE VAN '.73. Alot is
Order Now For A right with it some things are
I 2 Car Garage I not. For more info call and
it out. You can~ go
I 0 n a cement slab II check
wrong with the price of $575.
I for A Tremendous I It is a ten foot cube. 846I
Price of
I 9583 evenings.
,.7. VOLVO 242 DL
I
I Runs great. AC and
overhead cam. Needs some
I
,
I cosmetics. 774-6519.
I
with this
I 1986 Spectrum good
I condition, 4-door AlC blue,
I
coupon
cute, must see. 35000 miles.
I
I Call 767-0976. nights.
I
Call today for
I ••86 SPECTRUM Good
Free Estimate
I condition. 4-dr, AlC, cute
I
blue, 35000 miles-must see!
I
The
I Price negotiable call 797I Brendan Group I 0976 nights.
761 4070
I UI88 PONTIAC RERO
I 1'8()o'222-2565
4.q1. 5-speed, 11,600 miles.
I Ask f C I
I warranty induded. $6500. or
I. _ _ _
.!,ro y~ _I best offer. Moving, must sell.
Call 892-6341.
CHEVY PICKUP
V-8, 70 K, New Mexico truck,
If you're Sick,
runs great, must sell soon.
You Call The Doctor,
$1500. or best offer, 774If your TV, VCR or
0092 or 775-7926 ask for
Mlcrow••• Is Sick.
Erik.
,.86 PONTIAC Grand
Am , 5 speed, sun rool, 4
doors , 48 ,000, asking
$5000 . 773-6320 , leave
message or call after 6. Ask
lor Doug.
1I1B6 SUBARU, excellent
condition, AM-FM cassette,
sunroof, 38,000 miles,
seBing for $3600, far below
what you'd pay on a car 101.
Compare at $5000. 879-7037
.._______. . eves.

_

I

IjX']i,I-_

1[=Eli')! ,I~.

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1977 convertible. Looks
great, runs great. The car
has been taken care of and
is in excellent condition.
$2,450 or BRO. 729-8046
CLASSIC CAR 1951 lincoln Cosmopolitan. Rare.
One owner. White walls.
Power windows, seats. Baby
blue with lots of chrome.
'Suicide' doors. Luxury car
of another era. Collector's
.
I
arkab
piece . n rem
Iy good
shape. Must sen. Best offer.
Call 775-0985. Leave name.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

\0

neo''- SO

Try somo.hlng
..
dlfterent this week: :
• CBW Person to Person
r"
ad. Inl Introduce you to waU over 16.000
caw readers. more 1han a few of which .ra
slngla. and all of which are wall readl

n

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS, GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!
Please use th9 -00 It YOUI'"5eIr- Classified ad form
,and anclose this coupon to receive a 1r99 week .

-----------------'

••
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I

J

Specializing in
Collision Repair

Subaru, Honda,
Nissan, Toyota
1901 Forest Ave., Portland

797-3510
Free towing when repairs are done here.

~

1989 United Feature Syndicate.
Can you solve the Real Puzzle?

. . If so there could be a $20 gift certificatefor Alberta's in itfor you (first
prize). Or tickets for two aboard the
Longfellow Cruise Lines (second
prize). Winners will be selected from
among the correct entries by random
dra~g. Contestants are ineligible
to WIn more than one prize in a fourweek span, and only one entry is
allowed per contestant.

All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, Sept. 27. The solution to
this week's Real Puzzle will appea.r in
the Ocl. 5 issue of Casco BayWeekly.
Send your best guess to:

'38

The Real Puzzle
Casco Bay W_kIy

187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

Solution to Real Puzzle
#36
Jimmy Stewart (as L.B.Jeffries in
Hitchcock's "Rear Window")

Where were all you movie bluffs
for this flick? We did have some interesting though incorrect guesses.
But what we did learn from this
puzzle is whatCheryl, Pat and Jackie
at the Greater Portland Council of
Governments do at work; they received first prize. (You may want to
inviteyourbossalong.) Second prize
goes to Anne Borkowski of Peaks
Island or Nashua N.H. Sorry Anne,
we can't help you with the puzzle of
where you really live. Maybe the
Longfellow could drop you off at
Peaks but Nashua is doubtful.

~ 1989 United Feature Syndicate.

-~

The
good
things
in
life
APlace for CountrY
for less.
Living & Giving!
I

THE ULTIMATE
FEATHERBED
FOR PETS!

We cordially invite you to browse
and enjoy our interpretation of Country.
Time was when you had to collect
the Country look - piece by piece. Now
you can buy new "old" things.
Our crafts have quality, uniqueness
aifordability and for the most part '
are made in the U .S.A. '
Visit us first ...you'll be glad you did!
We have a Maine souvenir corner, too!

Jl WeatJcfJ' Shop

Our "Bed" stays soft
and full much longer
than the foam or
fiber ones. Comes
with a sturdy
washable zippered
cover.
Colors: Blue or Green

\;::J

15 School Street, Freeport, ME 865·3143
Open daily
Visa / Me / AMEX

~Q:~~,

~~o~~~~~:~~~~ g

• Furniture Buttons from 1/4" to 1"
• Pegs, finials, glue dowels in stock
• Largest assortment of wood turnings
you've ever seen at factory prices.
• Free mail order catalogue.

19" - $25.00 24" - $35.00
35" - $50.00 43" - $75.00
,

MIKASA

YOUR PET
WILL LOVE
YOU FOR IT!

FACTORY

STORE

31 Main Street, Freeport, Maine 04032 207-865-9441
Open 7 days a week.

PRAHIS

r~

Casey's
15 1/2 School Street, Freeeort
865-3244 Open daily untIl 7

Stemware. Flatware. Dinnerware. Gifts.
Always in stock. Always for less.

t1 N

~~.~

136 Main 51., Freeport
Hn!: Mon,-Sat. 10-8

Sun. 10-6
865-6201

20,000 papers in 450 localions! .
OVOP

An Authentic
European
Down Shop

6 Mill St.
Freeport, Maine
On the South Side of the
VIllage Center Parking Area

865-1713

